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ABSTRACT
Wa t erfowl Production on a Spring - Fed
Salt Marsh in Utah
by
Donald E. McKnight, Doctor of Phil os ophy
Utah State Univer si t y, 1969
Major Professor: Dr. Jes s op B. Low
Department: Wild l ife Reso urc es
Resu lts of past studies on the spring-fed salt marshes of Ut a h
indic ated that waterfowl producti on on these areas was much l owe r than

on Utah's river - fed marsh e s .

Wa t erfowl production on th e newly-

es tabli s hed Fish Springs Na ti ona l Wildli fe Refuge, a spring-fed marsh,
increased considerably, however, after it s wat e rs were impounded .

It

was believed that by determining what caused this incr ea s ed production

at Fish Springs it would be possible to ob tain greater waterfowl production a t other s pring- fe d marshes .

Conse quen tl y waterfowl populations

and factors affec t ing wat erfow l production on this marsh were studied
during the summers of 1966, 1967, and 1968.
Popu l at i ons of b reeding ducks averaged approximate l y 900 pairs a
year in 1967 and 1968.

Mallards, cinnamon teal, and r ed heads comprised

about 80 percent of thes e birds .

Nesting densi ties, on pl o ts r epresen -

ting avai labl e habitat, averaged about one nest per acre during these

two years.
In 1967 and 1968 a total of 312 duck nests repres enting 10 species
were studied and their fates dete rmined .

ix

Overa ll nes t success wa s 63

perc e nt, and predators, principally coyotes and striped skunks, destroyed
25 percent of all nests.
Calcu lated duckling mortality rates during 1967 and 1968, r espec tively, were 19 and 16 percent.

Duck production at Fish Springs averaged

about 3,000 birds or about 430 ducks per square mile of marsh habitat a
year during this period.
At present the sparsity of adequate nesting cove r for gadwalls
appears to be an important limitati on to breeding by this species at
Fish Springs.

Nesting cover apparently has not limited the us e of this

marsh by other waterfowl species, however, as evidenced by a high
incidence (76 percent) of nesting on dry ground by redheads and ruddy
ducks.
Aquatic insect sampling in wat ers inundating por tions of the original

Fish Springs ma r sh indicated that thes e waters produced large quantities
of proteinaceous foods for ducklings .

Populations of aquatic insects in

the original marsh were probably low except in recently disturbed areas .
I t appears that limitati ons of brood-rearing habitat were primarily
responsible for l ow waterfowl production in the past.

Newly - created

impoundments, rich in anima l food, were probably the key to the increas e
in waterfowl product i on on this marsh .

(145 pages)

INTRODUCTION
For many years river-f ed salt marshes bordering the eastern shore
of the Gr ea t Salt Lake, Utah, have been r egarded as some of the best
waterfow l producing areas in North America.

Waterfowl nesting densities

and production 1 on these marshes exceed even those of the famous duck
breeding areas of the Canadian Prairie Provinces .

It is not surprising,

therefore, that waterfowl populations and factors affecting these populations have been ex t e nsively studied on these marshes during the past
20 - 30 years.

There are two broad types of marshes in Utah; those

receiving water from streams and those dependent upon springs as their
water source.

Information on the spring-fed salt marshes of Utah is

r e l a tively sparse and incomplete, but th at which is

a~ailable

indicates

that waterfow l production on these areas is much lower than that on the

stream - fed ma rsh e s.

Approxima tely 35,000 acres of spring-fed salt

marshes in Utah are presently being managed by the Utah Division of
Fish and Game and the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, and the
expense of maintaining and operating these areas is substantial.

There-

fore, it is desirable to secure maximum returns in the form of high

waterfowl pr oduction from thes e marshes.
Many factors, including excessive salinity, low soil and water fertilit y, insufficient waterfowl food plants, lack of suitable nes ting

1
The t erm waterfowl production, as used throughout this work, refers
to the number of ducklings reared to flying age per acre of habitat .

2
cover, disease problems, excessive shooting mortality, and the inacces-

sibility of the marshes to waterfowl, have been advanced as reasons for
the differenc e in waterfowl success between the two marsh types.

The

objectives of t his stud y were t o accurately assess wat erfowl nesting
densities and production on a spring - fed sal t marsh, to investigate the
various factors affec t ing thi s waterfow l population, to determin e which
were limiting waterfowl production, and to form ulate management practices

which would insure maximum waterfowl production on the spring- fed marshes.
The newly - established Fish Springs National Wildlife Refuge was
chos e n as the site of thi s investigation because of t he recent developmental history of this a rea which led to a marked increase in its water-

fowl production .

It was beli eved that by determining what factors

ca used this increase in waterfowl use after marsh devel opme nt it would

be possib l e to ascer tain which factors were r es ponsible for low duck
production in other sp ring-fed areas .

3

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Ma ny workers have dealt with the plant eco l ogy and habitat require ments of waterfow l in western inl and saline marshes.

A compr e hensive

r eview of this vast wealth of published material would, however, add
little to the present consid eration of the problem of low waterfowl
production on the spring - fed salt marshes of wes tern Utah.

A more

specific review of literature dealing with waterfowl nesting densities
on s tream and spring -fed salt marshes in Utah follows .

Stream-fed Marshes
Federally owned and manag ed Bear Riv er Migratory Bird Refug e is
the largest (65,000 acres) of the s tr eam- fe d salt marshes in Utah and
includes many acres of prime waterfowl nesting habitat.

Five Wate rf ow l

Management Ar eas developed by th e Utah State Division of Fish and Game
along the east shore of Salt Lake bring the t o tal a r e a of managed,
stre am -fed salt marshes in Utah to over 100,000 a cres.

In addition,

several thousand acres of unmanaged marsh on sta t e and private lands

a r e avai labl e for nesting waterfowl in thi s region.
The classic s tudy of Williams a nd Marshall (1938) on the Bear River
Refuge des crib ed waterfowl nesting densities of 0.8 nests per acre for
one entire management unit.

These workers found 79 nests per acre in

the weeds and willows of the upper marsh where most nesting occurred.

4
Gadwa lls

1

we re the most common nesting species with 0.31 nests per acre

and redheads (0.11 nes t s/acre) and mallards (0.10 nests/acre) followed
gadwal ls close l y in abund ance .
Wingfie ld (1951) studi ed Knud son Marsh, near the Bear River Refuge,
and found high ne sting densities for mallards, cinnamon t eal, r edhe ads,
and rudd y ducks.

A known 2,606 young ducks were hatched on the 174

acres com prising this marsh (14.9 du cklings per acre), and 5.3 ne sts
per ac re of vegetation were l oca t ed.

Brood rearing was not investigated

in Wingfie ld' s study,but it is appa r en t that nes ting den si ties in avail able habitat were excep ti onal l y high.
Nes ting dens iti es found by Murdy (1953) on the Bear River Silts
Ar ea be tween Knudson Marsh and Unit 5 of Bear River Refuge were much
l ower than those on the refuge or i n Knudson marsh .

The avera ge nes t

density during the two years of this study was 8 . 3 nests per 100 a cres
of nesting habitat, but nesting cov e r was limited in the study area and
two obvious l y e xcellent nesting a r e as were loca t e d immediatel y adjacent

t o it.
During the course of an intensive investigat i on of pintails on th e

Ogden Bay Waterfowl Manageme nt Area, ano ther river-fed marsh, Fuller
(1953) did an extensive wat er fowl nesting st ud y on 482 acres of marsh.
He found wa t erfowl nest densiti es of 0.56 ne sts per acre and 0 . 67 nests
per acre, r es pec tively, in 1951 and 1952 on the entire study area.

In

a similar study at the Ogden Bay Wate rf ow l Management Area Spenc er (1953) ,
calculated nest densities of 0 . 5 waterfowl nests per acre and suggested

1
Scientific names of ducks ar e listed in the Appendix.
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that if only actual nesting cover were considered, the density would
exceed one nest per acr e .

Gates (1958), in his study of gadwalls at

Ogden Bay, found 156 gadwall nests on his 450-acre study area in two
nesting seasons, for an average of 0.17 gadwall nests per acre each
year.
Spring-fed Marshes
Bergen (1941), in his nesting study at the Clear Lake Waterfowl
Management Area, a spring-fed marsh in west central Utah, was able to
find only 68 nests on this 4,700-acr e area.

During this investigation

the entire marsh area was searched twice (one time by a large crew)
and it was presumed that most nests were found.

Mallards were the

predominant nester, comprising 45 percent of th e total nests found.
In a similar study of the 12,000-acre Locomotive Springs Waterfowl
Management area, another spring-fed marsh, Smith (1941) was able to
locate only 42 duck nests in an extensive field search from 23 May
until 12 July .

This evidence of low waterfowl nest densities on that

marsh was further supported by questioning farmers in the area.

Smith

mentioned that at the time of his study much of the available nesting
cover was flooded and concluded that this was responsible for the low
nest densities .

Mallards were the most common species found nesting

on this ar ea and, even though nesting densities were low, an exceptional

83 percent egg hatching success was recorded for all species.

Dietz

(1960) conducted another nesting survey at Locomotive Springs and found
only 6 waterfowl nests.

These nonconclusive findings apparently were

the result of sampling only a small area.

6

Fish Springs National Wildlife Refuge
As early as 1934,the owner of the Fish Springs marsh had attempted
to interest officials of what is now the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife in acquiring the area as a waterfowl refuge.

This led to

severa l investigational trips to Fish Springs by various personnel of
the Be ar River Migrato r y Bird Refuge.

Further insight into the reason

that spring-fed salt marshes we re consid ered poor breeding areas for
waterfowl may be gained from these report s .
Williams (1938, p . 1) visited Fish Springs in September 1938 and
stated that:
The area is heavily grazed every winter by some
30,000 sheep which are driven in about the last of
September. In order t o make more of the area available
to grazing, the marsh has been burned over each spring.
Consequently the waterfowl which formerly utilized the
area for nesting and r ear ing their young are at a l oss
for suitable nesting vegetation .
At present the summer bird population is not large,
very probably due to the factors mentioned and to spring
hunting. At the time of our visit only about 150 mallards,
150 coots, 50 redheads, and 35 each of pintai.ls and
shovelers were observed .
In a memo desc ribing his visit to th ese marshes on August 25 and
26, 1941, Jansen (1941, p. 1) stated:
The marshes consist of interspersed small areas of
open water; small, l ow islands with halop hytic vege tation
and dense areas of rushes. Ove r most of the area, Scirpus
olneyi, sometimes with an undercover of El eochari s and
Junc us is the chief cover. Ranchers in the vicinity s t ated
that there are some duck broods raised in the marshes and
that many ducks winter there. The area is probab l y more
important as a resting place for migrating birds and as a
wintering area than as a breeding ground. In the course
of a half a day of wading about in the marshes, no duc ks
that could be identified as broods wer e seen. Bird s
appeared rather scarce in the marshes and only 12 coots,
13 ma ll ards, 1 pintail and 12 ducks of undetermi ned
species were observed.

In 1958, when the Fish Springs area was being seriousl y considered
for acquisition as a federal refuge, Wayne Gueswel, acting re f uge
manager of the Bear Rive r Refuge, r e ported on several trips made t o the
area by refuge and regional office personnel.

Gueswel (1958, p. 1)

wro te that :
Olney ' s three squar e bulrush (Scirpus olneyi) is by
far the dominating emergent s pecies . It forms a band
along nearl y all shallow wate r areas and, in many cases,

has completely covered the waterways.
Very few waterfowl broods were ob se rved du ring the
survey. /Week of June 30./ This may be due to the very
dens e cover present and to the fact that many of the
young wer e flying. A number of female singles were
flushed but most did not indicate that a br ood was
pres ent. Several small fl ocks were seen. These con sisted mainly of cinnamon teal and mallards with some
redhead, gadwall and pintails present .
The Fish Springs National Wildlife Ref uge was established in March,
1959, and , with pe rmanent r ef ug e personnel r esiding ne ar the marsh, a
more accurate and comprehensive appraisal of waterfowl utilization of

the area was maintained .

Until the presen t study was launched in 1966,

howev e r, no systematic procedur e for the assessmen t of waterfowl breeding
populations , nesting, or brood production was utilized and such informa-

tion was of unknown accurac y and value .

Although sometimes vague, early

r e ports by the refuge staff add fu rth er credence to the idea that waterfowl breeding populations wer e extreme ly low on th e Fish Springs marsh.
Lynn Gr eenwalt, the first r e fuge manager a t Fish Springs, stated
in his Narrative Re port (1960, p. 5):
Inasmuch as the Fish Springs marsh is particul ar l y
suited to deve lopment as a nesting area, an initial

nesting st udy outline was worked up . A series of study
plots was selected and given close scrutiny in an effor t
to determine an index of production that could be applied
to similar areas elsewhere in the marsh.

No nests were
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found on the plots but six mallard nests and one
cinnamon teal nest were located during the course of
o th er activities in the marsh or were found by the
permittee muskrat trapper.
That summer 35 mallard broods, 3 cinnamon teal broods, 2 redhead
and 2 pintail broods were observed on the 5,000 acre Fish Springs marsh .
Greenwalt (1960, p. 5) further suggested that:
It should be pointed out that these figures
reflect only those broods actually seen, and cannot
accurately represent total production for the marsh,
much of which is virtually impenetrable . It is
es timated that 250-350 ducks, mostly mallards, were
raised in the marsh. While gadwalls form a significant
part of the nesting population on othe r marshes in Utah,
no defini te indication that they even nested here was
obtained .
In 1961 (Narrative Report, 1961) brood counts at the Fish Springs
marsh indicated that approximately 500 ducks, mainly mallards, greenwinged teal, and cinnamon teal were produced there.

That summer one

dike was constructed on the north end of the refuge and in April 1962
all spring water was diver ted to fill that impoundment, thus drainin g
most of the marsh .

Waterfowl production during the summer of 1962

(Narrative Report, 1962) r emained approximately 500 ducklings but redheads had begun t o use the area more ex t ensively.
In the summer of 1963 (Narrative Repor t, 1963), with much of th e
original marsh still drained t o facilitate cons truction of dikes and
r oads, the firs t known broods of ruddy ducks and canvasbacks were noted
on the refuge.

Brood production that year was estimated to be 640 ducks

of which 220 were mal l ards, 140 were cinnamon teal, 11 0 were redheads
and the remainder were pintails, green-winged teal, shovelers, canvas-

backs and ruddy ducks .
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Much of the refuge was waterless again in 1964 (Narrative Report,
1964) but cons truction was completed that summer and during that winter
all of the refuge impoundments were flooded.

Duckling production in

1964 approximated that of 1963, but th e number of redheads successfully
raised had increased to 146 that year .

Gadwall broods were first seen

at the Fish Springs marsh in 1964 .
From a severe loss of captive Canada goose goslings in the spring
of 1964 five birds were submitted t o the Bear River Waterfowl Disease
Laboratory.

Jensen (1968) implicated clinical perosis as the condition

responsible for these loss es.

Prior to this, perosis had not been

reported in geese inhabiting a natural marsh, and this led to the supposition by some observers that disease might be a factor limiting waterfowl production on Utah ' s spring-fed salt marshes .

Perosis is a

pathological condition resulting from dietary deficiencies (Jensen, 1968)
and, if it could occur in captive birds, the possibility of its affecting
wild populations was not at a ll remote .
Waterfowl production at this marsh, as determined from hrood counts

(Narrative Report, 1965), had increased t o approximately 1,120 ducklings
in 1965 regardless of supposed disease problems.

Mallards were still

th e predominant nes t er, with 476 young being counted, and redhead
production had increased to over 200 ducklings.

By the end of the 1965

waterfowl breeding season it had become evident to the refuge staff that
this spring-fed marsh had the potential of becoming an important nesting
marsh for ducks .

Unfor t unately, however, the reasons for this apparent

sudden emergence as a prime duck nesting area were unknown .

Data were

lacking concerning duck nesting success, breeding pair densities, and

10
other similar information to substantia t e the appa ren t increased use of

this area by nesting wate r fowl.
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THE STUDY AREA--FISH SPRINGS
NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE
Location

The 18,000 acre Fish Springs National Wildlife Refuge is situated
on the northern boundary of Juab County in west central Utah, approxi mately 35 miles east of the Nevada border.

Salt Lake City, the nearest

l arge city, li es 140 miles to the northeast, and 80 miles to the south
is Delta, Utah.

Although there are a few mining camps and widely

scattered small communities in the area, the nearest of these, Callao,

is 23 miles away to the west.

The Army Chemical Corps

1

Deseret 'Test

Center, situa ted 66 miles east of the refuge, provides the nearest
access t o telephones, stores and o ther facilities associated with

civilization.

North from the Fish Spr ings marshes the Great Salt Lake

Desert, used only as an Air Force bon1bing and gunne r y range, forms an

uninhabitable and desolate alkali blanket.
Easiest access to the Fish Springs Refuge is from Vernon, Utah
along th e 66 mile-long improved gravel roadway cal led the Old Pony
Express Highway.

This route, following available wa t er supplies,

served early explorers of the area, wagons of the Overland Stage and
Freight Company, and riders of the short-lived Pony Express.

Eventually

this roadway became part of the Lincoln Highway, the first road to cross
the country from east to wes t.
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In the vast and harsh desert of western Utah, wat ering areas are
widely separated.

Consequently Fish Springs, with its abundant waters,

played a significant r o l e in the h istor y of this region.

Bolen (1962)

researched this rich historical heri ta ge ex tensively and his excelle nt
account is both interestin g and informative.

Topography
The Fis h Springs marshes li e in a basin bounded by the Fish Springs
Mountains to the west and the Dugway Mount ains t o the east .

The floo r

of this basin s lopes gently north and eastwa rd, with eleva tion s within
the basin decrea sing to the north from 4,302 fee t to 4,287 f ee t above
mean sea l eve l for an aver age decrease of 2.6 feet per mil e.

Eastward ,

the basin s l ope s at a rat e of 6 . 6 feet per mile from 4,310 feet t o
4,290 feet above mean sea l eve l (Bolen, 1962).
For thousands of years the f l oor of this basin was covered by
waters of the now extinct Lake Bonnevil l e, and it is underlain with an

impermeable hardpan layer.

Where this hardpan layer has fractured al ong

th e bas e of the Fish Springs Mounta ins, spring waters well up and flow
through a myriad of twisting channels out on t o the desert floor.

In the

past, expanses of marsh were creat ed wher e sloughs were blocked by
accumulations of peat o r vege tati on, or by crude dikes const r uc t ed by
ear ly landowne rs.

Now, however, the en tire marsh is partiti one d into

nine large managemen t units ea ch consisting o f a permanent earthen dike

and its impound ed waters (Figure l) .

Those management units f orming

the southern half of the r efuge encompass most of the original marsh.
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Figure 1.

Fish Springs Na ti onal Wildli fe Refuge , showing its
nine management units.
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In these units many islands or plateau s, varying in size from a few
square feet to several acres, rise above the level of the impounded
waters.

Those units forming the northern portion of the refuge, on the

other hand, contain few of the original channels and consist primarily

of inundated desert areas.
Water Source
The Fish Springs marsh, located in an area which receives an average

annual precipitation of about 7 inches, is almost entirely dependent
upon the outflow of its numerous springs for water.

Three major springs

and many smaller springs provide approximately 45 to 50 second-feet of
water to the basin thr oughout the year (Bolen, 1964).

The source of

this water is unknown, but apparently is part of a l arge underground

aquifer which supplies water to many scattered springs throughout western
Utah.

Spring flow fluctuates considerably during the year but is

generally highest during the late summe r and fall months when it is most
urgently needed (Figure 2).
All of the springs on the study area remain warm (about 80 F)
throughout the year and contain large quantities of dissolved salts.
Consequently s pri ng heads never freeze during the wint er months and
provide open water ar eas and vegetative feed for wi n t e ri ng waterfowl.

The high salini t y of t hese spring waters, however, often precludes their
use for irrigation of t he already excessively saline and alkaline soils
of this area.
Bolen (1962) presented detailed water analyses for the three major
springs and concluded that sodium chloride is the principal compound
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c ontributing to the salinity of thes e waters.
Bo l en's work, are presented in Table 1.

These data, extracted from

The pH of waters from these

thr ee springs ranges from 7 . 2 to 7.6.

Weather is a vita l factor in every stage of wa t e r fowl development
and survival (Lynch, 1964).

According to Dansereau (1957) temperature,

precipitation, and wind are the elements of weather which combine to
influence the biota of any area.

Bolen (1962) summarized these factors

from existing records of the DeseretTest Center and concluded that the
Fish Springs study area falls within the category of half - desert as
defined by Dansereau (1957) .

Under these conditions, evaporation exceeds

precipitation, and wa t er storage is accomplished during the winter due to
low but frequent prec i pitation and a reduction in evaporation.

Table 1.

Water analyses for three major springs, Fish Springs National
Wildlife Refuge, 1959 . Data shown in par t s per million and
equivalent parts per million for t!ach ion (after Bolen, 1962) ,

Ion

North Spring
e pm
ppm

Middle Spring
epm
ppm

South Spring
e pm
ppm

Cations
Ca l ci um
Magnesi um
Sod tum
Potassi um

6 .28
3. 65
32 .10
1. 28

126
44
738
50

4.13
4 . 42
21.30
1.14

83
53
490
44

4. 06
4 . 41
20.60
1. 11

81
53
4 74
43

31. 85
8. 76

1129
421

18.01
8.69
0.29
3.79
0

639
418

18.01
8 . 21

639
394
0
148
0.2

Anions
Chloride
Sulfate
Carbonate
Bicarbonate
Nitrate

0
4.13
0

0

252
0.1

9

231
0.2

0

2.43
0
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For several ye ars r efuge personnel have collected weather data at
Fish Springs and a summary of thes e fac t ors for the period of this s tudy
appear s in Table 2.

July and January ar e the hottest and coldest months,

r es pect ive ly, at Fish Springs and during this study extremes of temperature were -5 F and 103 F showing a range of 108 F.

Shearer (1956) cited

these temp erature conditions as the continental type.
The first year of this study, 1966, was unusually dry with only
4 . 1 7 inches of precipitation falling on th e area.

Measured evaporation

that year was 69.79 inches, and the combination of low rainfall and high
evapo tr anspiration losses in the marsh result ed in low water levels in

impoundments by late summer.

Heavy rains fell in 196 7, particularly

during late May and June, and refuge pe rsonnel were able to maintain
impound ed waters until late fall that year .

Nineteen sixty-eight was

also a wet year and, when this study was terminated in August, water

leve ls in all impoundments were the highes t in the refuge's history.

Vegetation

All anima l li fe ultimately depends on plants for food and shelter.
Hence, any study of waterfowl or any o ther wi ldlife group must have as
its foundation a sound background of the plant eco logy of the area
s tudied .

Bolen ' s (1962) excelle nt and comprehensive investigation of

plant eco logy at the Fish Springs marsh provided much of this information .

This treatise on the structure and composition of th e vegetation

of this area and the environmental factors affecting this vegetation
describes conditions prior to development of th e marsh as a waterfowl
r efuge.

Therefore, for th e sake of brevity, this section will be

limited to a brief resume of Bolen ' s work and a discussion of changes
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Table 2a.

Precipitation, temperatur e, and evaporation data for the

study area in 1966

Evaporation
in

Tem2erature
Averages
Extremes

PreciEitatione

Month

Ppt.

Normal

Max.

Min.

Max.

Min.

Jan.

0.25

0.56

40.7

19.6

54

Feb.

0.59

0.29

43.7

23.3

58

11

March

0 . 00

1.45

58.3

29.5

79

9

April

0.08

0.91

67.0

37.5

81

18

52.4

inches

May

0.30

0.48

b

91

39

14 .39

June

0.11

0.85

87.9

57.8

99

43

12.79

July

0.80

0.34

96.8

68.3

102

57

16.22

Aug.

0.08

0.29

94.1

63.2

103

52

12.71

Sept.

0.36

0.27

84.6

55.3

94

42

8.94

Oct.

0.06

0.50

67.2

37.0

82

25

4.74

Nov.

0.20

0.60

56.6

32.7

70

10

Dec.

1.34

0.59

34.4

22.2

56

0

rotals

4.1/'

7.13

69.79

aThe normal is from a twelve year record kept by the Deseret Testing
Center meteorological section and is itself a composite from records of

many rain gauges scattered throughout the vast desert proving grounds.
Precipitation at Deseret Testing Center is generally higher than at
Fish Springs.

There are not enough records at this station to compile

a normal for Fish Springs.
bMaximum thermometer broken.
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Table 2b.

Precipitation, temperature and evaporation in 1967

Preci]2itation

Tem12:erature
Averages
Extremes

Month

Ppt.

Normal a

Max.

Min.

Max.

Min .

Jan.
Feb.
March
April
May

0.53
0.52
0.58

0.70
0.54
0.36
0.53
0.44
0.41
0.53
0.61

46.7
56.7
62.1
61.7
71.7
76.0
94 . 3
94.4
80.5
69.3
55.7
35.8

26.9
31.7
35.5
37.3
45.3
53.1
65.8
63.9
54.3
37.8
29.7
17 . 1

54

July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

0.81
0.03
0.39
1.29
1.36
2.94
0.45
0.08
0. 77
0 . 33
0.00
0.61

22
22
18
26
29
43
58
58
40
25
11
1

Totals

9.06

6.47

June

o. 72

72
72

84
93
94
101
99
92

82
68
51

Evaporation

in
inches

7.02
8.43
8.62
13.67
13.20
8.44
6.31

65.69

aThe normal is from a twelve year record kept by the Des eret .' Testing
Center meteorological section and is itself a composite from records of
many rain gauges scattered throughout the vast desert proving grounds.

Precipitation at Deseret Testing Cente r is generally higher than at
Fish Springs. There are not enough records at this station t o compile
a normal for Fish Springs.

Table 2c.

Precipitation, temperature and evaporation in 1968

Tem12:erature
Averages
Extremes

Month

PreciE,itation
Normal a
Ppt.

Max.

Min .

Max.

Min .

Jan.
Feb.
March
April
May
June
July
Aug.

0.21
0.78
0 . 37
0.38
0.85
1.36
0.58
1.42

35.9
50.3
56.4
57.6
72.1
82 . 6
94.3
85.5

13
30.6
33.0
51.2
46.6
59.9
65 . 6
56.9

48
63
78
76
91
103
102
97

-5
18
23
24
29
40
47
42

Evaporation

in
inches

9.95
13.68
9 .36

aThe normal is from a twelve year record kept by the Deseret Testing
Center meteorological section and is itself a composite from records of
many rain gauges scattered throughout the vast desert proving grounds.

Precipitation at Deseret Testing Center is generally higher than at Fish
Springs.

There are not enough r eco rds at this station to compile a

normal for Fish Springs.
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in the vegetation following marsh development .

Community classifica-

tions are those used by Bolen (1962).
Desert upland communities

The vegetation of the mountain slopes and grave ll y uplands at Fish
Springs is typical cold-desert climax described by Oosting (in Bolen,
1962) as the Atri pl ex association.
Torr. & Frem.)

(f.

1

Shadscale (Atriplex confertifolia,

and rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus nauseosus, Pall . ) and

stenophyllus, Gray) are the predominant species in th ese areas.

At

higher eleva tions in the Fish Springs Mountains, Utah juniper (Juniperus
osteosperma, Torr.) is found along the steeper slopes.
Along the basin floor, where the gravel l y desert pavement changes to
loosel y packed loams, differ e nc es in pl an t lif e are evident.
(Sarcobatus vermicu l atus, Hook.) and green mol l y (Kochia

Greasewood

~.

are assoc iated with the higher water table in these areas.

S. Wats.)

Dwarfed

individuals of common reed (Phragmites communis, Trin .) intermingle with
greasewood in the upper bord e r s of the marsh.
Distichlis communities

Broad meadows of desert saltgrass (Distichlis stricta, Torr . ) carpet
the flat plains of the basin floor between the Desert Uplands and the
aquatic plant communities.

Thes e meadows are essen tially mono - specific,

but in certain moist and extreme l y saline sites two halophytes, samphire
(Salicornia utahensis, Tidest.) and pickleweed (Allenrolfea occidentalis,
S. Wats . ), combine with desert saltgrass .
basin a tussock

co~~unity

On slight rises within the

of alkali sacaton (Sporobolus airoides, Torr . )

1Sci entific names of plants follow those used by Bolen (1962).
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is codominant with the desert saltgrass community.
All of the forementioned plant species of Distichlis Communities
except alkali sacaton withstand ltmited flooding .

Even after four years

of intermittent inundation, desert saltgrass remained the predominant

plant s pecies occupying most of the l ow and wet areas surrounding
impoundments.

In are a s where continued flooding has occurred, however ,

this plant species has died out and has been replaced by aquatic types .
Juncus Meadow and Juncus

Border communities

Prior to the development of the Fish Springs marsh, wire rush
(Juncus balticus, Willd. var . montanus, Engelm.) was confined to pannes
and twisting depressions in the plain where it occ urred as meadows, and

to slough shorelines where it formed a narrow border .

Bolen (1962)

suggested that wire rush in either Border or Meadow form was a major
mesic stage between purely hydric and xeric vegetation.

Concurrent with the raising of the water table following impoundment of waters in this marsh, wire rush became much more widespread and

abundant.

It had successfully invaded desert salt grass and alkali

sacaton communities wherever soil water conditions were favorable.

In

t hese areas mixed stand s of wire rus h and grasses pr ov i ded the mos t

important nes t ing cover available to wa t erfowl .
Phragmites communities

Stands of common reed are found on the lower edges of Desert Uplands
and in the marsh in t erior.

each area .

A distinctive growth form is associa t ed with

The dwarfed Phragmites Community which occurs in the
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eco t ona l r egions between greasewoods of Desert Uplands and Distichlis
Communities is of minor i mpor tanc e .

In the marsh es prop e r, however, growth of common r ee ds is profuse,

and de ns e stands o f tall and thri f t y plants cover many slough shor es and
marsh edge s.

Flooding, even for a short time, t ends to kill this plant,

and its dis tribution has been drastically alt er ed by marsh dev e l opment.
Phragmites Communities in the upper reaches of th e marsh near springs
have remained static since Bolen ' s study, but where waters have been

impounded these communities occupy onl y th ose plateaus and hillocks
several feet above the water table.
During the first several yea rs of the r efuge' s existence, Phrag mites Communities were further disturbed when ef forts were made to

control dense stand s by burning and the application of herbicides.

In

s uch sta nds its dominanc e was of ten absolute and othe r marsh vegetation

was excluded.

Sowls (1955, p. 68) desc rib ed ex tensive communities of a

similar nature as

11

Phragmites jungles" and poi nt e d out that such g r owths

ar e unattractive t o wildlif e .

These con tro l efforts wer e lar ge l y

unsuccessful, hmvever, and this plant remains a conspicuous and wide-

spread part of th e marsh vegetation.
Eleocharis meadows
Spike -ru sh (Eleocharis rostellata, Torr.) forme d an important
aspect of the vegetationa l assemblage at the Fish Springs marsh prior
to its devel opment as a r efuge.

Plant s ucc ess i on in this ar ea generally

followed a Juncus Bo rd er to Olney's bulrush (Scirpus olenyi, A. Gray)
sequence where soils consist e d primaril y of in organic material (Bol en,

1962) .

In meadows boggy with the peat of und ecomposed plant materials,
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however, sp ike -rush occupied a zone between Juncus

and~·

olneyi.

The

grow th of this plant in such ar eas was int ense and it formed extensive

stands.
Most of the depressions underlain with thick deposits of peat
which were original ly sites of spike -rush abundance are now inundated
by impounded waters.

Growth of this plant is therefore limited to only

a few small and scattered ar e as and its present impact on the biota of
the marsh is negligible.

Emergent - marsh communities

Bolen (1964) suggest ed that if a single plant species were t o be
designat ed as descriptive of the Fish Springs marshes, it would be Olney's
bulrush.

At the time of hi s study e xpans e s of this species cove r e d the

marshes with rank growth and lined sloughs and channels.

The overwhelm-

ing occurrence of Olney's bulru s h at Fish Springs left little do ubt to
Bolen that these communities r epres ent e d t e rminal emergent - marsh vegetation.
When much of the marsh was drained to facili tat e construction work

Olney ' s bulrush died out in many areas .

An accidental 980 - acre fire on

June 4, 1962 burned most Olney's bulrush stands in the southern portion
of th e refuge, but these recovered spectacular l y by the end of that
summer {Narrative Report, 1962).

In the summers of 1963 and 1964

additional acreages of dried, bulrush-choked sloughs were intentionally
burned by r e fuge personnel in an att e mpt t o remove this climax vegeta tional type .

At present the only large stands of Olney's bulrush which

persist at Fish Springs are f ound on the relatively undisturbed areas
near No rth and South Springs.

Small stands occur throughout the marsh,
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howeve r, and wi th the continued inundation of the ar ea this species

appears t o be spr eading r apid l y.
Smal l communities of narrowleaf cattail

~

angusti fo lia , L.)

and tule (Scirpus acutus, Muhl.) wer e wide l y sc attered thro ughout the
marshes during Bolen's study.

Both of the s e species are cons idered

marsh dominants in many ar e as and may repr e sent terminal emerge nt-marsh
vegeta ti on in such places.

Apparently, howe ver, conditions of soi l

salin i t y and shallow water, together with the inability of t hese plants
t o compe t e with Olney 's bulrush, were not favorable for max i mum expres-

sion by these species at Fish Sp rings .

Marsh development has seemingly

no t affected the distribution or abundanc e of these two plants to a ny
ex tent.

At the time of Bolen' s study alka l i bulrush (Scirpus palud os us,
A. Ne ls.), which is usuall y c onsider ed an emergent-marsh pi onee r speci es
in Utah ' s s alt ma rshes (Nels on, 195 5), occu rr ed as only one sma ll stand.
Bo len conc lud ed that this stand r epresented a r e lict community and that
creation of new habitat by floo d ing sal t y dryland areas with s hall ow
water would undoubtedly result in the expansion of this species.

Mar s h

deve l opment did, in fact, pr od uc e luxuriant stands of this hi ghly
re gar ded waterfowl food plant by natural means.
paludosus and the close l y alli e d

~·

Seedings of Scirpus

r obusta in favorabl e areas by

refuge pers onnel further e stablis he d alkali bulrush and it now occurs
in widespread commun iti es scatt e r ed thr oug hou t much of the marsh.
Subme rsed communities

The mineral rich waters of the Fish Spr in gs National Wildli fe
Refuge produce an abundance of submergent vegetation .

Two species,
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widgeongrass (Ruppia maritima, L.) and muskgrass (Chara spp.), an alga,
constitute the most important of the submerged aquatics.

These plants

freely intermingle with one anoth er and apparently exhibit no discernable
habitat separation .

Widgeongrass and muskgrass became established very

quickly in newly-impounded areas, and after several years of inundation
new poo l s produced great quantities of thes e important duck food plants.
Attempts to establish sago pondweed (Potomogeton pectinatus, L.) in this
marsh have largely failed but a small stand manages to survive along a
collection ditch below South Spring .
Springheads and t heir immediat e drainages, where water salinities
are relatively low, contain rank stands of spiny najad (Najas marina, L.).
Where profuse, th is speci es chokes wat e r passages with entangled mats of
vegetation.

These areas also con tain scattered and infr e qu ent individuals

of bladderwort (Utricularia vulgaris, L.) and coon tail (Ceratophyllum
demersum, L.).

During most of the year the abundant waters and lush vegetation of
the Fish Springs marsh host a grea t variety of anima l li fe .
mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus)

l

An occasiona l

and prong -horned antelope (Antilocapra

americana) stop to drink at th e r efuge, and coyotes (Canis latrans)
regularly hunt along marsh margins.

Other carnivo res commonly found in

the marsh and adjacent desert regions are the s triped skunk (Mephitis

~ames of mamma ls are those used in Durrant's ttManunals of Utah," and
bird names are from the American Ornithologists ' Union 's, "Check-list of
North American Birds, 5th Ed."
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mephitis), bobcat

(~rufus),

badger (Taxidea taxus), l ong-tailed

weasel (Mustela fre nata), and kit fox (Vulpes macrotis).

The ring-

tailed cat (Bassariscus astutus) is an uncommon resident of the Fish
Springs Mountains and occasionally ventures into the marsh proper.

Smaller mammals inhabiting the marsh include the omnipresent muskrat (Ondatra zibethicus) and montane meadow mouse (Microtus montanus).
Vegetated sand dunes and the foothills of the Fish Springs Mountains are
populated with black - tailed jack rabbits (Lepus californicus), Nutta ll
cotton t ails (Sylvilagus nuttallii), antelope ground squirrels (Citellus
leucurus), Botta pocket gophers (Thomomys bo ttae), and many other small
mammals.

As might be expected, the avifauna of this marsh is particularly
rich.

At least ten species of ducks nest at Fish Springs and many other

waterfowl species stop here during migrations.

Great Basin Canada geese

(Branta canadensis moffitti) have been established as breeders on the
marshes and the resident flock now numbers in excess of 300 birds .

Eared

grebes (Podiceps caspicus) and pied-billed grebes (Podilymbus podiceps)
are common nes ting species, and great numbers of American coots (Fulica
americana) use the marsh for rearing their young.

Extensive areas of

Olney ' s bulrush and common reed are utilized each year by nesting colo nies of snowy egrets (Leucophoyx

~)

and black-crowned night herons

(Nycticorax nycticorax), and American bitterns (Botaurus lentiginosus)
are a year-around resident of the marshes.
Many shorebirds are attracted to thi s area during migration, and

some, including the killdeer (Charadrius vociferus), long-billed curlew
(Numenius americanus), western will et (Catoptrophorus semipalmatus),
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avocet (Recurvirostra americana), and black-necked stilt (Himantopus
mexicanus) , commonly nest here.

The Forste r t e rn (St e rna forsteri) nes t s in this area in large
numbers , but o ther larids such as the California gu ll (La r us californicus), black t ern (Chlid onias niger), and Caspian t e rn (Hydropr ogne
caspia) merely visit the area occasionally.

Un t i l 1967 no galli form

birds we re f ound in the ar ea , but in the spring of that year 80 ringnecked pheasants (Phasianus colchicus) were released on the refug e by
pe r sonnel of t he Utah Sta t e Division of Fish and Game .

These birds

successfully reared broods during the summers of 1967 and 1968 and
apparently were doing well as lat e as August 1968 .
Raptors commonly seen at Fish Springs include golden eag l es (Aguila
chrysaetos), which nest in nearby mountains, and marsh hawks (Circus

cyaneus ) and short - eared owls (Asio f lammeus), wh ich nest in the ma rsh
proper.

Each year a few ravens (Co rvus

~)

r ea r the ir young in the

Fish Springs Mountains and forage for food in the marsh es.
A myriad of smaller birds find th e ir homes in and near the marshes;

the most conspicuous being red-winged blackbirds (Agelaius phoenic e us)
and ye ll ow-head ed blackbirds (Xanthoc e phalus xanthocepha lu s).

Tiny and

inc onspicuou s western ye llowthroats (Geothlypis trichas) and l ong-bill ed
marsh wrens (Telmatodyt e s palustris) are common nesters in marshy sites

and ne s ts of savannah sparrows (Passerculus s andwichensi s ) were occa sionally found while searching for duck nest s a l ong marsh margins.
Reptiles in great vari e ty are fo und along the rocky f oothills
bord e r i ng the marsh on its west side, but only one , the Great Basin

gopher snake (Pituophis catenifer), was commonly seen in marshy enviro nments.

Most waters of this marsh contain lar ge numbers of fish.

Utah
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chubs (Gila atraria), thought to be remnants of Lake Bonneville fauna
(Woodbury, in Bolen, 1962), are the largest and most numerous fish found,
but mosquitofish (Gambusia spp . ), an introduced species, are also widespread .

Bullfrogs (Rana catesbeiana) were introduced into this area in

the 1930 ' s, and the r esidual frog population at Fish Springs constitutes
one of the few in Utah of any consequence (Walker, i n Bolen, 1962).
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METHODS AND MATERIALS
Soil

sam ~l es

upl and sites.

were col l ected in

Au~ust

1966 f r om nine submerged and

Whenever possible sampling was accomplished with a core -

type samp l e r, but in instances where s ubmer ged soils wer e t oo mucky to
be co ll ected by this means a shove l was utilized t o transf er bottom soils
to shore where t hey wer e more manageable.

These s oil samples were placed

in plastic bags and subs equent l y analyzed for t o tal salts, pH, major
ions, organic matter, phospha t es and nitrates by standard anal ytical
techniques at the Soils Laboratory of Utah State Universit y .
Preliminary qualitative sam pling of aquatic insects was accomplished
in 19 66, and during the summe r s of 1967 and 1968 quantitative samples of
benthic organi sms and free -swimming forms were collected.

All existing

techniques for sampling popul a tion s of aqua tic insect s are inadequate or
impractical for purposes of s t atis tic al ana ly sis according to La ttin

(19 63) .

However, i n spite of obvious shor tcomings, i t was beli eved tha t

the techniques utilized pr ovided estima t es of the general abundance of
the more numer ous organisms which were acceptable for comparativ e pur-

po ses.

Bottom samples consist ed of O.Olm 2 of mud surface two inches

dee p (lOcm x lOcm x 2in.).
lection si t e .

Thr ee such samples were taken at eac h col-

Each sampl e was was hed in a sc reen-bottomed bucke t and

all benthic organisms were r emoved with forceps and stor ed in 70 percent
ethano l.

Free - swimming or g ani sms and thos e aquatic forms associateS

with s ubmergent vege tation wer e sampled using the techn i qu e and equipment
described by Peterson (1968).

A

lon~-handled,

wire-mesh c one with a
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fine net bag attached to its small end was dragged thr ough approximately
1 meter 3 of water and the bag containing the trapped insects was then
emptied into a shallow, white plastic pan.
at each co llection sit e.

Two water samples were taken

These organisms were hand separated from any

inanimate organic debris and placed in 70 percent e thanol for storage .
Al l invertebrate samples were subsequently sorted, classified at the
family level (using Usinger, 1963), and counted in the labora tory.
Because of the larg e area to be surveyed, cens using of waterfowl
breeding pairs and broods was accomplished once a month from March
thr ough August in conjunction with the monthly survey conducted by the
refuge staff.

In April 1966 a standard census route was devised which

utilized drive routes along dikes and walk routes across areas of the

marsh that could not be seen from roads.

This census procedure allowed

the entire marsh t o be extensively surveyed by three t o four people during
one day and is presently incorporated into the waterfowl survey plan on

file at the headquarters of Fish Springs National Wildlife Refuge.

The

accuracy of this procedure is unknown because there were not enough

qualifi ed personnel availabl e to duplicate these counts or otherwise
check the variability of census r esu lts.

However, a standardized survey

plan such as this would be expected t o provide adequate comparable-trend
figures for the marsh, and it probably wou ld also provide a reliable
population estimate for the area .
The breeding population inventory was based on the concept of water fowl territorialism devel oped by Hochbaum (1944) and expanded by Sowls
(1955), Smith (1955), and Dzubin (1955).

Counts of territorial pairs and

lone males made t wo to three weeks prior to the peak of nest initiation
for each species were utilized in determining populations of breeding
ducks.

Broods were recorded as to l oca tion, species, number of young,
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and age class l~ccording to the classification of Gollop and Marshall,
(195417.
In 1967 a waterfowl nesting study was initiated on the study area.
Its goals were to obtain representative data conce rning nesting densities,

breeding c hr ono logy, nest success, and habitat preferences for this marsh.
These data, in addition, were to be used for the computation of t ota l
waterfowl production on the refuge.

Because of the extreme heterogeneity

of the habitat and the ab sence of data from previous studies, it was
decided that a number of small plots representing the various available
nesting habitats would provide the best sample.

Moreover, th e total

acreage that could be sampled was limited to that which could be
thoroughly sea rched for nests by one man, twice each month, and during
the morning hours of each day when the likelihood of finding nests was
greatest .

Eight plots varying in size from 2.7 acres to 33.5 acres were

established on the six management units containing suitable nesting cover

and on an upland site near Middle Spring.

These plots were first traced

onto aerial photographs of the refuge using identifiable natural boundaries to deliniate them.

Next each selected plot was examined to deter-

mine whether it would be feasible to properly search the area in a 4 to
5-hour period.

If it were decided that a larger or small e r area could be

searched in the al l ot ted time, the boundaries were modified to include
more or less area.

The acreage included in each plot was then plani-

metered from aerial photographs of the marsh.
These plots were diligent l y searched for nests every 14-20 days
from l April through l August in 1967 and 1968 .

A total of 144 acres,

including 108 acres of dry land, were searched in this manner.

Each nest

was marked with a lath placed 6 to 10 feet from it and was charted on
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the aerial photograph of that plot.

Data concerning species, number of

eggs, cover type utilized, distance from water and amount of down were

recorded for each nest and the fat e of each nest was determined upon its
termination.

A nest was considered successful only if intact egg mem-

branes were found in it.

Predators responsible fo r destroyed nests were

identified, whenever possible, by evidence outlined by Rearden (1951) .
Nests were considered to be deserted when it became evident that the
female was no longer in attendance.

Each year a few nests which had

alread y hatched or been destroyed were found.

All pertinent data from

these nests were recorded for use in computing nesting densities and nest

success.

Nests found by this investigator or refuge personnel in other

parts of the marsh were treated similarly, and occasionally nonplot
areas were systemat i cally searched for redhead and gadwall nests to pro vide a larger nest sample of these species.
Because little was known of the shooting mor t ality and migration
patterns of waterfowl reared in these marshes, representative numbers

were banded in 1966 and 1967 .

Most birds were captu r ed for banding by

using a light-equipped airboat at night as described by Lindmeier and
Jessen (1961), Cummings and Hewitt (1964), and others .

Additional ducks,

particularly young redheads, were captured in drive traps of t he type
similar to those used by Cowan ( 1952) to capt ure d iving duck s in Brit ish
Columbia.

Baited t raps were also employed by refuge personne l to band

mallards and pintai l s during the winter months .
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WATERFOWL BREEDING POPULATIONS
Although the warm, vegetation-choked springs of the Fish Springs
marsh provide a few hardy ducks with a place to spend the cold winter
months, most of the waterfowl which use this area for nesting fly further south to winter.

As the warming weather of early spring thaws

f r ozen ponds and sloughs, however, the marsh once again becomes the
focal point of waterfowl activity.

Most of these ducks merely stop for

a short time to rest and feed then move on northward, but many remain

at this marsh to cour t and eventually nest.

An important goal of this

investigation was to determine how many ducks nested at Fish Springs
and how successful these birds were in rearing their young.
Territorial breeding pairs of ducks were censused once each month

during March, April , May, and June in 1967 and 1968.

Pair counts, made

2 to 3 weeks prior to the peak of nest initiation for each species, were
utilized for determining the estimated breeding population of that
species (Table 3).
Species Composition
Mallards, cinnamon teal , and r edheads comprised the great majority
of ducks nesting on this marsh.

In 1967 these three species made up

83 percent of the total population of breeding ducks, and in 1968 they
accounted for 76 percent of the tot al (Table 3).

Redheads and mallards

were the most common species in 1967 with 280 pairs each, but cinnamon
teal with 220 pairs counted were a close third in abundance.

The
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Tabl e 3 .

Breeding duck populations in 1967 and 1968 at the Fi s h Springs
study area

SEe ci es

Approximate numbe r
of Eairs
1967
1968
Ave.

Mallard
Gadwall
Pintail
Blue -winged Teal
Cinnamon Teal
Shove ler
Redhe ad
Canvasback
Ruddy Duck

280
40
30
4
220
40
280
5
40

210
50
45
10
240
60
220
5
35

245
45
37.5
7
230
50
250
5
37 . 5

Total

939

875

907

Percentage of t otal
duck EOEulati on
1967
1968
Ave.
30
4
3
1
23
4
30
l
4

24
6
5
1
27
7
25
1
4

100

l!.OO

27
5
4
1
25
5.5
27 .5
1
4
100

diminuitive cinnamon teal, comprising 27 percent of the total population

i n 1968, was the most abundant species that year.

Mallards and redheads

followed closely in abundance with 24 percent and 25 percent of the
tot a l population, respective ly, in 1968 .
Th e g adwall , which is th e most c ommon nesting species on str e am-fed

salt marshes of Utah according to Williams and Marshall (1938), Gate s
(1958), and others, averaged only 5 pe rcent of the breeding population at
Fish Springs during this study.

Pintails, another important nesting duck

on some Utah marshes (Fuller, 1953), comprised an average of only 4 percent of the breeding population in 1967 and 1968 as did ruddy ducks.
Forty pairs of shovelers nested on the area in 1967 (4 percent of the
total breeding population) and 60 pairs of this species (7 percent of all
ducks) nested there in 1968.

Canvasbacks and blue-winged teal, with a

total of 10 and 14 pairs, respectively, counted during the two summers
o f this study, can only be considered uncommon nesting species at this
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marsh.

A few green-winged teal pairs were observed in the marsh but

this species never was seen during censuses.

However, one nest was

Located in 1968, es t ab l ishing the green-winged teal as a rare nester
on this marsh .

Because of t he difficulty in distinguishing between fema l e bl uewinged teal and cinnamon t eal in the field (Spencer, 1953), no effort
was made to differentiate nests or broods of these species .

Blue-winged

teal, however, comprised only L.7 percent of the breeding population of
teal in L967 and only 4 percent of that population in 1968 .

Hereafter

in this work these bi rds will be referred to as cinnamon/blue-winged teal,
although the Large majority of these birds were cinnamon teal.
Total Breeding Population
Results of breeding pair counts (Table 3) indicat e that t he number
of ducks nesting on the Fish Springs National Wildlife Refuge during
this study averaged approximately 900 pairs per year .

These data also

suggest that the s pecies composition and nesting pair density of ducks
on this marsh was relatively static in L967 and L968.

Apparent l y, the

1

area s wate rfowl populat ion, which had undergone a tremendous increase

in numbers fo llowing marsh development, was stabi liz ed by 1967.

Nes ting

by redheads, ruddy ducks, and gadwalls, which had increas ed so markedly
after the impoundment of wa t ers at Fish Springs, had apparently also
become stable by the time of this study .
Breeding pair densities, as calculated from pair counts , were

approximately 0.2 pairs per acre or 128 pairs per square mile of marsh
habitat in 1967 and 1968.

Much of the 18,000 acres comprising the Fish
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Springs National Wildlife Refuge consists of greasewood covered foothills and barren desert, and presently only about 4,500 acres of marshland are available to waterfowl.

Approximately 4,100 acres of this

marsh are included in the nine management units.

The remainder consists

of upl and areas near springs and those l ands bordering management units
on the east and north sides of the refuge .
Rienecher and Anderson (1960) in their study of waterfowl on Tule
Lake and Lower Klamath National Wildlife Refuges found duck breeding
pair densities of about 0.4 pairs per acre.

The discussion of western

waterfowl production areas by Jensen and Chattin (1964) suggests that
waterfowl breeding densities on these refuges approximate those on the
stream - fed marshes of Utah .

It appears, therefore, that waterfowl

breeding populations at Fish Springs, even after undergoing a great
increase following development of the area, are considerably lower than
on other saline marshes of the West including the stream-fed marshes in
Utah .
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WATERFOWL NESTING
Waterfowl nesting has be en the subject of many investigations on
the s tream -fed marshes along the eastern shore of the Great Sa lt Lake,
Utah.

Information dealing with waterfowl nesting on Utah's spring-fed

salt marshes, on the other hand, is extremely sparse and incomplete.
One of the primary goals of the present study was to evaluate duck
nesting on the spring -fed Fish Springs marsh and to compare th ese findings with the results of similar studies on the stream and spring- fed
marshes of Utah.
Nesting Habitat Available
Beca use of the rec ent developmental history of the Fish Springs
National Wildlife Refuge, its marsh vegetation was extremely he terogeneous in nature when this study was started .

Much of the high ground

near springs on the western edge of the refuge was relatively undisturbed
by construction work.

Plant succession on these areas stabilized follow-

ing the discontinuation of cattle grazing when the marsh became a refuge,

and the vegetation formed a dense ground cover (Figure 3) .

Harrison

Pool, the northwestern management unit, was diked in the summer of 1961,
and all spring waters were diverted to it in April, 1962.

Vegetational

succession appeared static on the higher ground of this unit when this
study was initiated, but much of its area consisted of flooded des ert
habitat (Figur e 4).

The Avoc e t Pool management unit, forming the seuth

end of the refuge, was partially drained in 1962 to facilitate
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Fi gure 3.

Portion of the s outhwest corner of the Avocet Pool
management unit which wa s little disturbed during
marsh development; Fish Springs Mountains and r efuge
headquarters in the background. Note the extensive
stands of Olney's bulrush in right foreground and
along marsh horizon.
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Figure 4 .

Northeast corner of the Harrison Pool m.anagemen t
unit in 1968, showing the sparsity of emergent
vegetation on f looded saltgrass f lats fol l owing
inundation for near ly six years .
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construction of its dike .
reflooded that fall.

This area was burned over in June 1962 and

Large stands of Olney's bulrush within this unit

recovered dramatically following drainage and burning in 1962 (Narrative
Report, 1962), and by 1966 vegetational succession on this portion of
the marsh was apparently static also (Figure 3).
Most of the original marsh, however, rema ined dewatered for two

years during 1963 and 1964 .

This portion of the refuge was divided up

into four management units:

Shoveler, Mallard, Curlew and Egret Pools.

Each unit consisted of a large impoundment bordered on its southern
margin by high ground broken up by the sloughs and channels of the or iginal marsh.

Waters were impounded ont o these pool areas in the winter

of 1964-65, and the vegetation there was still extremely transitional in
1966 .

Submergent plants, chiefly widgeongrass and mu skgrass, had quickly

invaded these impoundments, a nd enough of th e original emergent vegetation remained so that these plant species were we ll established when this
study was initiated.
An additional three dikes were constructed during the 1963-1964
period on areas consisting chiefly of des e rt and salt f l ats.

The three

resulting management units (Pintail, Ibis, and Gadwa ll Pools) were also
flooded by March 1965 .

These units, however, contained little of the

original mars h vegetation, and, as late as 1968 after nearly 3 years of
inundation, consisted primarily of flooded saltgrass and greasewood
flats (Figure 4) .
Thus, in 1967 and 1968, a great diversity of nesting habitat was
available for waterfowl at Fish Springs, and no nesting study of a
single management unit could have been expected to produce data
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representative of the entire marsh.

The total area available for duck

nesting on the refuge included about 1,200 acres.

Therefore, eight

plots, encompassing 108 acres (nearly 10 percen t of this area) and
re pr esenting the various ty pes of nesting habitat avai l ab l e, were
estab li shed for this study.

Beca use the Ibis, Pintail, and Gadwall

Pool management un it s contained littl e, if any , nesting cover and
served merely as brood rearing areas, these units wer e not samp l e d for

waterfowl nesting.
The Nesting Study
This investiga ti on was initiated at th e beginning of April and t er minated at the end of July each year, since little nesting occurred that
late in the summer.

Beca use the nesting plots were selected to be repre -

sentative of the t ota l nes ting habitat availab l e, it was expected that
the proportion of nests located, by species, wou ld approximat e the proportion of th e entire breeding population comprised by each species .
The perc entage of nest s by ea ch species did, in fact, compar e favorably
with the species composition indica t ed by breeding pair counts (Table 4).
It would be extreme l y naive to suggest that this relationship was a
simple one.

Many factors, suc h as the incid e nce of r enes ting by a

s pecies, the failure of some fema l e ducks to nest, and the difficulty of
findi ng nests of some sp ecies , compound such a corre lat ion and would

have to be e laboratel y studied before anything but generalizations
cou ld be expressed.
In 19 67 and 1968 ma ll ards co mpris ed 30 and 24 percent, respectively,
of the total breeding population.

Twenty-nine pe rcent of a ll nests found

in 1967 were mall ard nests, and in 1968 nests of thi s s pecies made up 28
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Table 4 .

A comparison of pairs counted and nests l ocated for each
species, 19 67 and 1968
1967

1968

% of
breeding
popu Species

lation

Mallard
Gadwall
Pintail
Ginn . /BW Teal
Shoveler
Redhead
Canvasback
Ruddy Duck
Total

% of
% of
nests

found
on plots
29
5
l
36
5
20
0
4

24
6
5
28
7
25
1
4

100

100

100

perce nt of the tota l .

% of

breed
ing
population

30
4
3
24
4
30
1
4

Average

% of
nests

fou nd
on plots
28
6
10
32
4
14 . 5
1.5
4
100

breeding
popu l ation

% of
nests

found
on plots

27
5
4
26
5. 5
27 . 5
1
4
100

28 . 5
5.5
6
34
4
17
1
4
100

Similar data for c innamon/blue-winged teal showed

that their nests comprised 36 percent of the total in 19 67 and 32 percent of a ll nests in 19 68.

At the same time, these s pecies made up 24

and 28 pe rcent of the breeding population during 196 7 and 1968, respectively.

Renest i ng by these species was prob ab l y r e spons ibl e for the large

proportion o f their nests found compared t o the pe rcent age of the total
breeding population made up by the se ducks.

Gadwalls compri sed 4 per-

cent of the 1967 population, and 5 percent of th e nests in 1967 were
gadwall nests.

In 1968, 6 per cent of the br eeding population was

gadwall s as wer e 6 percent of all nests .

Ruddy ducks mad e up 4 percent

of t he popula tion each year and 4 percent of all nests were those of
th is species .

An average of 4 percent of all nests found were th ose of

shovelers, while this species made up an average of 5 . 5 percent of the
total breeding population .
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The relationship between the proportion of nests found and the proportion of the breeding population made up by that species was more complex for redheads and pintai l s.
found were redhead nests.

In 1967 only 20 percent of the nests

Tha t year redheads comprised 30 percent of

the tota l breeding popu l ation of ducks.

Part of this disparity is

probably explained by the s uggestion of Wel l er (1959) that a large segment of any redhead population never nests because of the parasitic habit
of this species.
1968 are examined .

This explanation gains credence when similar data for
Twenty-five percent of the breeding population con -

sisted of redheads that year, but only 14.5 percent of the nests found
were those of this species.

Redheads parasitized 8 . 9 percent of all

duck nests in 1967, and 19 . 7 percent of all duck nests received parasitic
redhead eggs in 1968.

It appears, therefore, that incr eased parasitism

by red heads in 1968 substantially reduced the proportion of the redhead
population which nested that year .
As previously mentioned, heavy precipitation in May and June 1967
maintained high water l eve ls in most impoundments that year.

Conse-

quently much of the low-lying, flat ar ea of the marsh remained wet until
la te June.

Pintails in 1967, although comprising 3 percent of the breed-

ing waterfowl on the stud y area, accounted for on l y l percent of a ll
nests.

Thus, it appeared that a few pintails remained in the marsh that

year but did not find suitable habitat available for nesting.

In 1968,

however, pintails made up 5 percent of th e nesting population and 10 percent of all nests were pintail nests.

This species had the lowest degree

of nesting success in 19 68 (47 percent) of all ducks and is a notable
renester (Sowls, 1955).

Probably then, many of the pintail nests found

in 1968 were second or third attempts .
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Nest Distribution, Nesting Chronology,
and Clutch Sizes
Utilization of various portions of the marsh by nesting ducks was
as variable as the marsh itself.

Early in the spring, when impounded

waters were still high and most low-lying areas were either inundated
or extremely wet, mallards and pintail s nested on higher areas near
springs or on the upper reaches of management units, where much dead
vegetation was available.

Later, as wat er levels reced ed, more dry

ground became availab l e and nests were found over a more extensive area.

Generally,by late May and early June most of the area's nesting habitat
was dry enough for utilization by ground nesting species.
Nest densities in 1967 on the eight nesting plots differed notably
from those in 1968 (Table 5).

In 1967 a large proportion of all nests

found were located on plot #6 (Curlew Pool).

That year 40 of the 97

total nests studied (41 percent) were on that plot.

In 1968, however,

only 19 of 131 total nests (14.5 percent) were on this area, and most
nes ting occurred on pl ot #8 (Harrison Pool).

Both of these plots were

situated in areas relatively unaffected by high water levels in 1967
and, therefore, this conspicuous shift in nesting preferences from one

year to another cannot be so exp lained.

In 1967, however, plot #8 was

the site of extensive coyote activity in the marsh, and possibly the
area was not heavily used for nesting because of disturbances by coyotes.
The duck nesting season at the Fish Springs study area extended
from late March, when mallards began to lay, until August when the last
gadwall , redhead, and ruddy duck broods hatched.

No attempt was made to

determine the stage of incubation of eggs in nests located during this

Table 5.

Nests found on study plots, nesting densities, and nes t success, 1967 and 1968
Plot # and management unit

i/2

i/4
115
116
117
118
Middle
Mallard
Egret
Shoveler
Curlew
Harrison Total
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
(all
Pool
SErins
1967 1968 1967 1968 1967 1968 1967 1968 1967 1968 1967 1968 1967 1968 1967 1968 Elots)
ffl

Avocet

Avocet

SEec ies
Mallard

5

lt3

8

1

2

2

2

2

4

ll

6

2

4

2

Gadwall
Pintail

3

Cinn./B.W . Tea l

1

2

5

2

8

28 37

3

8

2

3

13

6

5

14

1

2

2

3

3

2

4

6

9

3

8

21

2

1
2

2

35 42
5

5

19 19

2

Canvasback
Ruddy Duck
Total

15

2

Shove ler
Redhead

6

1

2

4
10

Acres of nesting
habitat sampled

16

14

13.4

2

9. 4

oa

3

16

2.7

3.8

21

40

19

17.7

25.1

67

62 .5 67

62.5 63

,...;

0"'

5

4
17

12.6

49
23.7

5

97 131
108.4

Percentage of nests
successful

90

Nesting density
(nests/acre)

.,..,

8

0

56
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study, but many nest s were discovered before clutches were complete or
were revisited while hatching .

Therefore it was possible t o accurat e l y

determine when incubati on of th ese nests had started .

Additional dates

for the be ginning of ne st i ncubation were obtained by back-dating cla ss Ia
(Gall op and Marshall, 19 54) broods t o their time of hatching and subtracting the incubation period.

Thes e incubation initiation dates pr ov ide an

appraisal of the overall nes ting pe riod and the peak of nes ting (Figur e 5).
Ma llards were the earli e st ne st e r on the stud y a rea.

One incubating

female was located on March 20 in 1968 and each year several complet e
mallard nests were loc ated by April 1 .

The peak of nest initiation for

this species occurred about May 10 in 1967 and May 20 in 1968, and mallard
nests were still being incubated in early July both years.

Litt l e pintail

nesting occurred in 1967, but nest initiation dates in 1968 indicated that
this spe cies began to nest by ea rly April also .
Redheads had started nes ting by about May 10 each year and th e last
redheads to hatch wer e seen in August both years .

The peak of nest

initiation for redhead s, like that for mallards, was about 10 da ys earlier
in 1967 than in 1968.

Nesting of cinnamon/blue-winged t eal occurred from

the first week of May through June each year, but the peak of nest initiation f or these species was later in 1967 than in 1968.

Although th e

sampl e for other species was small it app eared that shovelers nes ted
rathe r early (from late April through late May) and gadwa lls nested late
(from late May through June) on the st ud y area during this investigation.
The earlies t nesting by ruddy ducks was about May 10 each year and broods
of this species were sti ll hatching in mid-August both years.
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I ncubat i on ini t iat i on dates of duck nests at the study area in 1967 and
1968 . Comput ed f r om nests and by back- da ti ng c l ass Ia broods.
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A comparison of incubat ion initiation peaks for mallards, r edh eads,
and cinnamon/blue-winged teal during 19 67 and 1968 pres ent ed an appa r ently
unanswe rable dilemma.

Nesting peaks for mallar ds and redheads were

approximately 10 days earlier in 1967 than in 1968, but nesting of
cinnamo n /b lue -winged teal peaked l ater in 1967 than in 1968.

Sowls (1955)

and Mendall (1958) noted that periods of cold wea ther will de lay nes t i ng
by water fowl.

Average maximum t empe ratur es in April 1967 were 61.7 F

whereas average maximum t empe ratures in April 1968 were 57.6 F .

May

average maximum temperatures were similar each year, but heavy rains and

cool t empera tur es occurred in late

~lay

and e arly June 1967.

Apparently,

t herefore, a warm ea rly s pring in 1967 ini tiated heavy nesting by r edheads and mallards earlier that year than in 1968.
cooling and heavy precipitation in lat e

M~y

It appears that th e

1967 was too late to affect

the nesting pe ak for the se species, but did retard nest initiati on for
cinnamon/blue -winged t e al, which normally are later nesters than mallards
and redheads anyhow.
Ma ny of the late nests of most species we re undoubtedly renest
attempts but, since the pri ncipal goa l of this s tudy was on l y t o determine how many young ducks hatch ed per acre of habitat during th e breeding
season, no effo rt was made to examine renesting efforts.

Av erage clutch

sizes for each s pec ies were calculated from al l compl ete c lut ches locat ed,
both on and off study plots, and are compared to simi l ar findings from
o the r studies in Table 6.
True clutch size was difficult to dete rmine for the redhe ad becaus e
of intraspecific parasitism.

Three nests containing 14, 15 and 18 eggs,

respectively, were excluded f r om calculations of average clutch size for
this species, but the derived average c lutch size of 8.7 eggs pr obably
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A comparison of c l utch sizes found during the present study to
those observed in other s tudi es (number of nests in parentheses)

Table 6.

Source and
area

Mall ard

Gad wall

Pin tail

Cinn/
BW t ea l

Shoveler

Redhead

Present study

8.0
(68)

9.0
(16)

6.8
(18)

8.9
(63)

9 .9
(8)

Spencer, 1953
Ogden Bay W. M.A.

8.3
(37)

9.8
(29)

7.6
(13)

8.3
(65)

8.2
(10)

10.0
(9)

Keith, 1961
Alberta, Canada

8 .8
(97)

9 .4
(55)

6.7
(79)

10.1
(21)

10.1
(21)

Wingfield, 1951
Knudson Marsh, Utah

8.3
(321)

Rienecker & Anderson,

8.9
(316)

1960 Tule Lake &
Lower Klamath Refuges,
Ca lifornia

5.5
(141)
11.0
(242)

7. 9
(196)

was still weighed heavily by parasitic eggs.

10.3
(28)

10.4
(63)

Ruddy
duck

8.7
(61)

8.0
(13)

13 . 5
(122)

7.6
(25)

10.7
(83)

9.9
(27)

Because many of the nests

located for most species were undoubtedly renest attempts, and there is

a reduction in the clutch size of renests (Keith, 19 61), average clutch
size data are not directly comparable between differen t studies.

These

data do indicate, however, that c lutch s iz es at Fish Springs did not
differ appreciably from th ose on other waterfowl nesting marshes.
Nest Densities

Total nest densiti es on the sampled portion of this marsh should
accurat ely represent nest densities of the en tire area if the sample wer e
truly representative of the entire area and all nests on each sample were

located.

It appears from data in Table 4 that the nesting sample was,

indeed, a represen tative one.

The proportion of nests located, however,
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was impossible to ascertain .

Keith (1961) cited several studies in

which dogs had been used t o locate nests and where coverage appeared to
be thorough.

He then estimated that probably 70 percent of all nests

were located in his study.

Although no dog was utilized in the present

investigation,it was pr esumed that most nests were found.

Only a sma ll

area was searched (108.4 acres) and nesting cover was somewhat limited,
even in areas which constituted nesting habitat .

Coverage of each plot

was extremely thorough and many nests were found without the aid of a
flushing female.

Therefore Keith's (1961) estimate that 70 percent of

all nests were located will be utilized here, and calculated nest densities
should be considered a conservative estimate of actual nest densities.

In 1967, nest densities were 0.89 nests per acre of available habitat at this study area.

Nest densities in 1968 wer e calculated to be

1.21 nests per acre of suitable cover .

Unusually heavy rains in late

May and early June 1967 maintained water levels in the marsh at high
levels.

Because the peak of nest initiation for most species occurred

during this period in 1967, much of the marsh was not available for
nesting by these ducks.

Apparently for this reason, a breeding popula-

tion which was larger in 1967 than in 1968 (Tab l e 3) resulted in fewer
nests in the 1967 nesting season.
An average of approximate l y one nest per ac r e of available nes ting
habitat was found during the two years of this study .

Keith (1961), in

his treatise on waterfowl ecology on small impoundments in Alberta, cited
average nest dens ities of about 0.38 nests per acre.

The paper on water-

fow l nesting at Bear River Refuge, Utah, by Williams and Marshal l (1938)
described nest densities of 0 . 8 nests per acre .

Wingfield (1951) found
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5.3 nests per acre of vegetation in Knudson Marsh, Utah, but this area
comprised the only nesting habitat available in a large area and nesting
was extremely concentrated there .

A similar study at the Ogden Bay

Waterfowl Management Area, Utah, by Spencer (1953) resulted in his
suggestion that nest densities exceeding one nest per acre of nesting
cover exis t ed on that marsh.

It appears, therefore , that nes t densities at the Fish Springs
Nationa l Wildlife Refuge were as high as those found on the stream-fed
marshes in Utah and higher than those on another excellent waterfowl
nesting area.

It must be remembered, however, that three entire

management units (Pintail, Ibis, and Gadwall Pools) were excluded from
this nesting study because they contained little nesting cover.

Occa-

sionally during this study attempts were made to l oca t e duck nests on
these areas.

Very few nests were found, and it was apparent that if

these units and portions of the Harrison Pool management unit had been
sampled overall nest densities at Fish Springs would have been deflated
considerably .
Nest Sites and Cover

The relative importance of specific plants for waterfowl nesting
has been elabora t e ly studi ed by many workers.

It appears, however, that

other habitat fac tors may exert more influence upon ne s t site selection
than the species of vegetation in which a nest is l ocat ed.

Mendall

(1958), in his discussion of nesting by the ring -necked duck, suggested
that the physical characteristics of a marsh combined with its plant
types determined nest locations.

The concealment va lue and proximity to
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wa t er of vegetationa l cover types were found by Keith (1961) to be
important factors affecting th e ir use by nes ting waterfowl .

No attempt

was made in this study to relegate nesting preference ratings t o the
various species of cover plants available for nesting.

However, a

summary of vegetational types utilized for nesting sites may be found
in Table 7.
Because much of the Fish Springs marsh consisted of low-lying and
sparsely-vege tated mud flats unsuitable for duck nesting, most nests
wer e situated on plateaus, dike banks, hummocks, and other high ground
sites.

Near recently-flooded impoundments, and in o ther situations where

plant succession had been altered by drying, flooding, or burning, bassia
(Bassia hyssopifolia, Pall.) provided the only available concealment for
duck nests .

Where disturbanc e had been minimal, or sufficient time had

elapsed to allow the vegetation to stabilize following disruption,

Table 7 .

Vege tation types utilized for nest sites on the study area,
1967 and 1968 . {Number of nests in parentheses.)

Percentage frequency of nests in vegetation types

Wire rush

Species
Mallard (88)
Gadwall (19)
Pintail (21)
Cinn/BW Tea 1 (85)
Shoveler (10)
Redhead (67)
Ruddy Duck (15)
Canvasback (2)
Average percent
frequency (307)

Wire
rush

24
21
14
13
10
19

Grasses

and grasses

Bu l-

mixed

rush

Bassia

Reed

10

13

16

5
10
1.5

19
8

8

24
27

3
33

6

11

10

ll
ll
33
33
50
22
27

26
63
19
41
40
21

23

31

5
3.5

13

100
18

Cattail.

3
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ne sting cover consisted of typical marsh vegetation.
marsh,

In much of the

sa ltgrass or wire rush was th e only cover available and, there-

fore, 72 percent of all nests studied were in these types.
mono-specific

Extensive

saltgrass meadows were se ldom used for nesting, but

those ar eas close to water and con t aining stands of other vegetational
types were heavily utiliz ed.

Often nests in saltgr ass areas were built

adjacent to or in clumps of alkali sacaton or pickleweed, which provided
additional concealment (Figure 6) .
Data in Table 8 show the proximity to water of 284 duck nests
studied in 1967 and 1968.

In this desert location vegetation sufficiently

dense to provide adequate nesting cover was limited t o areas close to

water .

Hence, with the exception of sites influenced by underground

see page, most nesting cover occurred within 10 to 15 feet of open water.
Consequently ,89 percent of all duck nests studied were within 30 feet
of a pond, slough, or ditch .

Gadwalls, which apparently pr efer drier

sites than other ducks (Williams and Marshall, 1938), nested further
from water than most s pecies in this area.

Many redheads and ruddy ducks, species which ordinarily nest over
water in emergent vegetation (Bent, 1951; Kortright, 1953; and others),
nested on dry land at Fish Springs (Fi gure 7).

Similar use of dry

ground for nesting by r edheads was r ecorded by Odin (1951) on the Ogden
Bay Waterfowl Management Area, Utah.

According to Wingfield (1951) many

redheads in Knudson Marsh, Utah,constructed their nests over dry land
late in the nesting season, and Keith (1961) found 50 percent of his
redhead and ruddy duck nests in such sites.

Nesting redheads in Iowa,

according to Low (1945), utilized emergent vegetation over water for
nest sites; and in his study of redhead ecology in Montana, Lokemoen
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Figure 6.

Saltgrass meadow in th e Harrison Pool management
unit. Stakes in center mark a pintail and a
cinnamon teal nest l ocated typically in clumps of
dead pickl eweed vegetation Yithin the saltgrass
meadow .

Table 8.

Distance from water of duck nests studied at Fish Springs during 1967 and 1968a

Species

Total

Nests 0-3
feet from

number

water

No.

feet from
water

7,

Nests ll-20
feet from
water

Nests 21-30
feet from
water

Nests over
30 fee t

distance
from water

in feet

No.

%

84

26

31

27

32

Cinn/BW Teal

86

34

40

32

37

8

9

Gadwall

19

5.5

5

26

5

26

Pintail

21

5

12

57

3

14

3

Shoveler

10

0

0

5

50

3

30

1

Redhead

50

19

38

26

52

2

4

Ruddy duck

14

14

100

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

224

95

33

107

38

28

10

23

8

31

ll

95

33

202

71

230

81

253

89

284

100

Cumulative
Total

8

Nests over water excluded.

No.

Average

from water

Mallard

Total

of nests

Nests 4-10

%

No.

%

No.

%

8

10

12

14

17

18

8

5

6

9

37

35

14

10

23

10

10

16

2

4

5.5

1.3
14
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Figure 7.

Ty pical redhead nest site at the Fish Springs
marsh.

Hat at upper right shows nest location

in dead bassia. Trail in mud made by hen
approaching and l eaving the nest may be seen at
center.
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(1966) suggested that apparently water was necess ary beneath the nest
at all times .
A comparison of redhead nests built on dry ground and over water at
Fish Springs is shown in Table 9.

In 1967, 29 redhead nests were studied

and 21 (72 percent) of these were situated on dry-land sites.

Twenty-

nine of 40 redhead nests located in 1968 (72 . 5 percent) were built on
dry ground or mud.

The hatching success of dr y land nests in 1967 was

much lower than that of nests built over water (48 percent and 100 percent, respe ctively), but similar data in 1968 showed that 65.5 percent
of land nests were successful and only 54.5 percent of nests over water
hatched successfully.

None of the redhead nests built over wa t er in

1.968 were destroyed, th ough, and those which were unsuccessful were
deserted because of parasitism.

Only l of 15 ruddy duck nests located

in this study (7 percent) was built over water, and that nest was
situated in a dense clump of

saltgrass which was flooded for only

about the first 10 days of incubation.

Nesting Success

Nesting success has often been utilized in the assessment of water-

fowl production.

Errington (1964) suggested, however, that destroyed

nests may be compensated for by renesting effor ts or by an automatic
balancing of morta lit y rates.

This author further stated that light to

moderate nest predation, followed by renesting, was beneficial beca us e
it stagge red hatching dates and reduced the likelihood of any one emer gency claiming most of a season's ducklings at a critical stage of life.
Hammond and Forward (1956) pointed out the sources of bias introduced
by a ne s t observer and concluded that n es ting studies usually provided

Table 9.

A comparison of redhead nests built on dry land with those built ove r water--1967 and 1968.
(Number of nests in parentheses.)

196 7
Drz land

Over water

1968
Total

Drz land

Over water

29

11

72.5

Total

Total

Total number of
21

8

29

72

28

100

nests

10

8

18

19

Percentage of nests
successful

48

100

62

65.5

54.5

No. nests destroyed

9

0

9

No . nests deser ted

2

0

2

5

Ave . clutch size

8 . 9 ( 20)

8.6 (8)

8.8 (28)

8.3 (26)

8 . 6 (9)

8.4 (35)

8.6 (6 3)

Ave . It of young hat ched/successful nest

8 . 9 (10)

7.9 (8)

8.5 (18)

8 . 3 (17)

8.5 (6)

8.4 (23)

8.4 (41)

nests

40

69

27.5

100

100

6

25

43

62.5

62

0

5

14

5

10

12

Percentage of to t al
nests

No . of successful

Percentage of eggs
hatching from
successful nests

84

(lp)

91

(8)

87

(18)

76

(17)

84

(6)

78

(23)

82

(41 )

l.n
00
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unreliable informati on on production .

It appears, therefore, that the

value of nesting success data is limited, and only when used in conjunc-

tion with other findings does it provid e a worthwhi l e indication of
production .

Never theless,a vast quantity of such data is available from

many areas an d situations, and a comparison of nesting success at Fish

Springs and other marshes seems worthwhile.
In a review of more than 7,600 waterfowl nests from 22 studies,
Kalmbach (1939) found an average nest success of 60 percent.

Keith

(1961), however, pointed out that Kalmbach's sample of nests was biased
because several of the studies reviewed were made on areas where predators were scarce.

Reviewing 6 recent studies on the Canadian Prairies,

Ke ith calculated nesting successes of 39 percent for dabblers and 56
percent for divers, and stated that an average hatching success of that
order was more than adequate to maintain population levels.
The fates of 312 duck nests locate d during this study are summarized
in Table 10.

Nesting success varied greatly between species, but 63 per-

cent of a ll nests were successfu l .

Pintails and gadwalls, with 48 and

53 percent success, r es pectively, had the lowest nesting success during
this study.

Rudd y ducks, with 80 percent nesting success, appeared to

be the most successful species utilizing this marsh for nesting.

Only

1 percent of all nests were des troyed by flooding, and this cause of
nest destructio n appeared to be of little impact at Fish Springs.
Smith (1941) recorded an exceptional 83 percent egg hatching success
at the Locomotive Springs Waterfowl Management Area, another spring-fed
sa l t marsh, and Bergen (1941) found that 56 percent of a ll nests at the
Clear Lake Waterfowl Management Area, still another spring-fed marsh,
were successful.

Table 10.

Fates of duck nests by species on the study area during 1967 and 1968
Destro ed
Total
no. of

SJ:!ecies

nests

Manunalian

Successful
No.
%

Mallard

89

55

62

Cinn/BW Teal

86

57

66

G-W Teal

100

Eredator
7,
No .
12

0

Avian
Eredator
No.
%

3

3

3

6

11

3

3.5

3

3.5

5

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

11

0

0

19

3

14

10

0

0

10

53

Pintail

21

10

48

Shoveler

10

6

60

Redhead

69

43

62

2

3

10

14.5

2

100

0

0

0

15

12

80

0

0

312

196

63

30

10

Ruddy duck
Total

%

3

19

Canvasback

Eredator

No.

14

Gadwall

4

Unknown
Snake
No.
%

0

5
0

Flooding
No.
%

10

11

8

9

0

0

0

0

1

5

4

21

0

0

0

0

0

3

10

14 . 5

9.5

0

2

10

2

20

0

0

2

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

20

0

0

0

0

19

6

8

2.5

34

11

21

9.5

0

Deserted
No.
%

6.5

4

0
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Results of similar studies on Utah ' s stream-fed marshes indicate
that duck nesting success on these areas approximates that found at Fish
Springs .

Fu ll er (1953), in his study at the Ogden Bay Waterfowl Manage -

ment Area, indicated that 70 percent of 548 duck nests studied were
suc c essfu l.

This author, however, e liminated nest loss es incurred early

in the nesting period from his data.

These results, when corrected to

be comparable to those of this study, show a nesting success of 68 percent for a ll species .

Wi lliams and Marshall (1938) fo und an average

nesting s uccess approaching 70 percent on the Bear River Refuge .

On the

nearby Knudson Marsh, Wingfield (1951) recorded a nesting success of
about 52 percent for 315 ma llard, cinnamon teal, redhead, and ruddy duck
nests.

Nest Predation
During this study predators destroyed 25 percent of all nests (Table
10) .

Mammalian predators, chief ly coyotes and skunks, destroyed 10 per-

cent of these nes ts and were the most common cause of nest predation.

Several incubating fema l e cinnamon t eal and mallards were ki lled on
their nests, and available evidenc e (punctures on the head and neck)
indicated that weasels were the responsible predator.

Avian predators

destro yed only 6 percent of al l nests but were responsible for 14 . 5 percent of destroyed redhead nests and 14 percent of pintail nest loss.
Because there were no nesting colonies of gulls on the study area, avian

predators were limited t o a few foraging ravens and gulls.

Odin (1951)

fou nd that California gulls were an important destroyer of waterfowl
eggs (they destroyed 18. 3 percen t of 2,997 eggs s tudi ed) on areas along
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the eas t ern shore of Salt Lake , Utah, and if this species were to nest
at Fish Springs excessive nest predation might result.
Many destroyed nests provided no indication of the predator involved.

Eggs in these nests apparently were removed intact, and no signs

of disturbance were to be seen.

Occasionally a nest was found with a

Gre at Basin bull snake devo uring the eggs, and in thes e instances snake
predation was verifiable (2.5 percent of nest losses).

It a pp ears from

this evidence that much of the 6.5 percent nest destruction by unknown
predators might be attributable to snake predation.
Desertion

Duck nest losses caused by desertion by the female accounted for
ll percent of all nests located (Table 10).

Much of this desertion

occurred when hens were flushed from incomplete clutches.

Apparently

the brooding drive was poorly developed at this time (Weller, 1959).
As incubation progres sed attachment to the nes t increased and desertion

caused by human dis turbanc e decreased.

Data in Table 10 indica te that

the highest rates of nest desertion were by the gadwall .

These data,

however, were based on a sma ll nest sample and many gadwall nests were
located before incubation had begun .

High desertion rat es for the

redhead (14.5 percent) were apparent l y at tribu tabl e t o nest para si tism
as described by We ller (1959), Low (1945), and others .
Weller (1959), in his exce llent review of parasitic egg laying by
the r edhead, presented a comparison of some desertion rates of waterfowl
from the l iterature.
in Tab l e 11.

These data and those from th is s t udy are summarized
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Tab l e 11.

A comparison of desertion rates of waterfowl as reported in
the lit erature to those at Fish Springs (after Weller, 1959)

Source

Ruddy
duck

Wi.lliams & Marshall,
1938 (egg losses)

38%

30%

30%

11%

ll%

97.

9%

Miller & Collins,
1954 (nest losses)

15%

24%

8%

10%

8%

6%

2%

Wingfield, 1951
( egg l osses)

57%

287.

7% 25%

Present study
(egg loss es)
(nest losses)

18%
14.5%

0%
07.

Mal lard

s ecies
Ginn.

Redhead

10%
11%

Teal

Shoveler

7%
9%

0%
0%

Gadwall

Pintail

17.5% 6.5%
21%
9.5%

It appears that nest desertion was of little consequence to waterfowl production at Fish Springs during this study.
Nest Parasitism
The parasitic tendencies and l ow incubating drives of r ed heads have

long been recognized by wa t erfowl workers.

Williams and Nelson, cited

by Weller (1959), found that intraspecific nest parasitism was the most
important factor limiting redhead production in Utah.

In his excellent

study of the redhead in Iowa, Low (1945) reported that parasitism was
very common and an important cause of nest failure.

Weller (1959)

reviewed most of the literature available on this important subject and
concluded that, at its present stage of development, parasitism is no

asset to this species.

In a study of the breeding ecology of redheads

in Montana, Lokemoen (1966) found that only 15 .2 percent of the redhead
nests studied were successful.

This poor nesting success was attributed
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to the degene rati ve nesting behavior of these birds compounded by high
nesting densities, habitat deficiencies, and l ack of s uit able nest hosts.
Lokemoen fur th e r stated that habitat improvement mi ght be of limited
value on th e area he studied because of the parasitic habits of this
species.
Da ta concerning the incidence of intraspec ific and interspecifi c
nest parasitism by redheads on the Fish Springs s tud y area are swnmarized
in Table 12.

These data are reliable fo r parasitism of o ther duck species

by redheads, but, becaus e of t he ex tr eme difficulty encountered in determining if a redhead nest had received eggs from anothe r female redhead,
data on intraspecific parasitism must be considered conservative .

Red-

head nes t s we r e presumed parasitiz ed on l y if they contained 14 or mor e
eggs , luid received eggs after incuba tion was initiated, contained d ifferently shaped eggs, or contained eggs in various stages of deve l opment
following hatching.
It is apparent from data in Table 12 that redhead parasitism was
more preval ent i n 1968 than in 1969.

Intraspecific parasitism in 1967

occurred to 15 . 4 percent of the redhead nests studied, and in 1968
intraspecific parasitism affected 28 . 6 percent of the redhead nes ts
st udi ed.

Interspe cific parasitism by redhe ads affected 7.0 perc ent of

nes ts by ot her species in 1967, and in 1968 this figure was 16.7 perc e nt
of al l ne s ts.

As would be expected from the results of other studi es ,

(We ll er, 1959), ruddy duck ne sts were the most heavil y parasitized of
all o ther species .

Pintail and cinnamon/blue -winged teal nes ts were

also extensively parasitized by redheads .

In both years an ave rag e of

16 . 7 percen t of all pintail nests were parasitized, and 15.9 perc ent of
th e cinnamo n/blue-winged teal nests rec e ived parasitic redhead eggs.

Tab le 12.

Incidence of redhead parasitism of duc k nests- -19 67 and 19 68.
paren t heses.)

S pecies 2aras it ized

1967

Ha llard

Number of nests 2ar as itiz ed
1968
Tota l

(Total number of nests in

Percent of nest s para s iti zed
1967
Total
1968

(37)

3 (31)

5 (68)

5.4

9.7

7.4

Cinn./B.W. Tea l

4 (33)

6 (30)

10 ( 63)

12.1

20 . 0

15.9

Gadwall

0 (3)

0 (13)

0 (16)

0

0

0

Pintail

0 (4)

3 (14)

3 ( 18)

0

21.4

16. 7

Shoveler

0 (4)

0 (4)

0 (8)

0

0

0

Redhead

4 (26)

10 (35)

14 (61)

15.4

28. 6

23.0

0 (5)

3 (8)

3 (13)

0

37.5

23.1

0

50

50

Ruddy duck
Canvasback

a

Totals

10 (112)

27 (137)

37 (249)

8.9

19 .7

14 .9

6 (8 6)

17 (102)

23 (188)

7.0

16. 7

12. 2

(2)

(2)

Total excluding redhead
nes ts

aNo canvasback nest s found.
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The effect of redhead parasitism on other species, except the canvasback,
appeared to Weller (1959) to be negligible unless it occurred in the
order of 60 -70 percent of the nests and 4- 6 eggs per nest.

In this

study severa l cinnamon teal nests appeared to have been deser ted because
of redhead intrusion , but the impact on other species seemed negligibl e .
Egg success in redhead nests at Fish Springs was 49 percent whereas
Weller (1959), in an extensive review of literature, calculated that 32
percent of 10,802 redhead eggs stu&ied had hatched .

Therefore it appears

that intraspecific parasitism, although an extremely important limitation
to reproductive success of redheads in other areas, was of lesser conse -

quence at the Fish Springs marsh during this study.

The increase in

intraspecific and interspecific parasitism f r om 15.4 to 28 . 6 percent and
7.0 to 16.7 percent, respectively, from 1967 t o 1968 may indicate,
however, that redhead parasitism was increasing on the study area and

could eventually become a limitation to redhead production there.
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WATERFOWL PRODUCTION
Waterfowl production has been assessed from brood inventory data
(Wright, 1948; Rogers, 1964; a nd others), nesting data (Rienec ker and
Anderson, 1960), and combinations of both types of information (Keith,
19 61).

Theoretica ll y, production can best be determined from head count

inventories of duck broods during the breeding season .

Unfortunately

though, as pointed out by Cowardin and Higgins (1967), many broods are
not seen because of the nature of the habitat and the behavior of the
birds.
As the nesting study at Fish Springs progressed it became increasingly evide nt that many broods of cinnamon/blue-w inged teal, mallards,
and other dabblers were not being observe d during brood censuses.

The

many miles of shallow channels lined with emergent vegetation in this
marsh served as excellent escape cover for these ducklings and made the
use of brood counts for the calculation of their production impossible.

Broods of redheads, canvasbacks, ruddy ducks and gadwal l s, which fre quented areas of deep and open water, were eas ily observed and counted,

however, and brood census data for these species provided the basis for
accurate ca lculations of their production.

For these reasons total duck production was measured by a combina -

tion of two techniques:

brood inventories for divers and gadwalls, and

calculations based on nesting dat a for other dabbler species.

Production

was computed from nesting data for all ducks but, for species like the
redhead, where brood surveys gave an accurate appraisal of production,
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these figures were used.
Re petition of counting any one brood ove r a peri od of several months

during the final compilation of duck broods from census data was eliminated by exclud ing data from broods seen the previous month from the total
number of broods seen in subsequent months.

For example, if a brood of

nine , one-day old redhead ducklings was recorded during the June census,
a brood of nine , one-month old redheads was eliminated from the total
numbe r recorded in July.

Waterfowl production figures obtained in this

manner are conservative for several reasons.

Many broods are not seen

during censuses (Cowardin and Higgins, 1967), and mortality to ducklings
is not considered when the same number of young ducks counted in early

broods is subtracted from counts for the following month.
Production by all ducks was computed from nesting data by the
following method.

The number of ducklings of each species which hatched

per acre on the sample nest plots was ca l culated and this "Index of
Productivity 11 was translated onto the total nesting habitat acreage

available on that sampl ed area.

When a nest had hatched successfully

before being found, the average number of ducklings hatched from ot her
nests of that species was used for these computa tions .

Total nesting

ar ea available was planimetered from aerial photographs of the marsh.
This procedure gave an es timat e of the t ot al number of ducklings of
each species hatched on the study area in 1967 and 1968.

Since some

mortal it y occurs within each brood from hatching to the age of flight,
brood mortality estimates based on brood counts made throughout the
summer were subtracted from the total number of ducklings of each species
hatched to obtain the final estimate of production for that species .
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Calcu l ations of t he total number of ducklings hatched in 1967 and 1968,
r e spectively, are presented in Tables 13 and 14.
Duckling Mortality
Brood co unts to be ut ilized for the c alculation of duck ling mortality
were recor ded only when it was believed that the entire, inta c t br oo d was
observed.

Because th e r e was a tendency for some duc k lings, particularly

older re dheads , to intermingle with other broods , counts were not ma de

when a brood contained different-aged ducklings or appear ed otherwise
unusual.

Most waterfow l production s tudi es have shown that du ckling mortality
is highest within a week after hatching (Low , 1945; Miller and Co llins ,
1954; Keith, 1961; and others).

Consequently duckling mortal ity was

compu t ed as the differ enc e between the size of broods at hat c hi ng and
the size of clas s II and III (following Go ll op and Marshall, 1954) broods.
Duckling mort al it y calculated in this manner was probabl y excessive for
most dabblers because hidden yo ung we r e class ified as mortality, but it
was believed that figu r es for divers and gadwalls were accurate.

Average

computed duckling mortalities were 19 perce nt in 1967 and 16 percent in
1968 at the Fish Springs marsh (Tabl e 15).
Total Production
It is ev ident that the compatibility of production fi gures based on
brood coun t s and computations from nesting data was extremely variable

(Table 16) .

Fo r exampl e, onl y 194 young ma llards were counted in 1967

although the calcul ated production f r om nest ing data was 637.

In 1968

only 126 young mallards were obse rved during inventories and the calculated

Table 13 .

Basis of calculations of ducklings hatched from nesting data- - 196 7 .

(" Index of Productivity"

# eggs hatche d / a cre of sam2le)
ft ac r es in samp l ed area
)
11

Plot
no.

Total acreage
s ampled (water
and land)
22 . 6

2
3

13.6
3.8

4

2.7

5

27 . 4

6

29 . 5
12. 6

8
To t al

33.5
145.7

Index of Productivity" and estimated total

Tota l ac r eage
availab l e for
ne st i n g

200

number of young ducks hatched
Mallard
1. 68
336

Gadwall

Pintail

C/BW Teal

0.44
88

300
50

Shoveler

Redhead

Ruddy
Duck

Total

0 . 27
54

0.53
106

584

1.18
354

0 . 66
198

552

1. 56
78

78

oa
175
175

0 . 36
63
1.05
184

0.95
166
0 . 71
124

40b

65
l 005

3.05
534

0.29
51
0 . 54
95

0 . 56
22
0 . 84
55
716

212

aMa ll ard Pool managemen t unit was dewatered in 196 7 .
bs pring r ains in 1967 reduced amount of area available for nesting.

0.95
166

446

1. 25
219

1,156

0. 7l
28

50
177

1.34
87

0 . 33
21

0.21
14

217

ll6

616

166

3 043

.....
0

Table 14 .

Basis of ca lc ul ations of duck l ings hatched from nesting data--1968.
# eggs ha tc hed/acre of sam2le)
)
il ac r es i n sampled area

(" Index of Productivity"

"Index of Productivity" and est imated total

Pl ot
no.

To t a l acr eage
samp l ed (water
and land}
22.6

2

3
4
5
6

13.6
3.8
2.7
27. 4
29 . 5
12.6

8
Total

33.5
14 5.7

To tal acreage
available for
nesting

200
300
50

number of young ducks hatched
Ma ll ard

Gadwall

Pintail

1.64
328

C/BW Teal
0.58
11 6

0.51
153

0.81
243

Shoveler
0.40
80

2 . 72
816

175

1 165

Total

0.35
70

594

0 . 51
153

1,365
105

3 . 89
311
1.06
186

0.33
58

0.88
154

0.88
154

0.27
47

0 . 58
102

0.40
70

120
65

Ruddy
Duck

2. 10
105

80
175

Redhead

2. 18
142

0.51
33

0.63
41

3.46
225

068

138

284

413

311

0.42
74

0.29
51

593

1.42
249

0 .14
25

577

1.19
143

l. 59
191

334

0.18
12
150

012

453
267

4 332
-..J
.....
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Table 15.

Mortality to ducklings at the Fish Springs marsh in 1967
and 1968--computed as the difference between brood size at
time of hatching and size of class II anq III broods.
(Number of broods in parentheses .)
Average no. of

Average size

young hatched/

class II and
III broods
1968
1967

successful nest

1967

Species
Mallard
Gadwall
Pintail
Cinn/BW Teal
Shoveler
Redhead
Ruddy duck
Total (Ave.)

7.1(25)
10.3(3)
8.6(25)
9.0(3)
7.7(18)
6 . 4(5)
7.9(79)

1968
7.3(24)
8.4(7)
5.8(8)
8 .2(21)
9.0(3)
6.6(23)
7.8(4)
7.4(90)

6.3(28)
6.5(24)
6.3(25)
6.1(16)
6.6(51)
5 .1(2 2)
6.4(166)

production for this species was 876 ducks.

6 .0(21)
6.8(40)
4.5 (3)
5 .3(21)
6.8(9)
6 .4(90)
5.4(29)
6.2(213)

Duckling
mortality
1967
1968
ll%
37%
27%
32%
14%
20%
19%

18%
19%
22%
35%
24%
3%
31%
16'7.

This wide divergence of pro-

duction estimates was also true for cinnamon/blue -winged teal each year.

In 1967 only 121 of a calculated 888 young teal produced were counted,
and in 1968 only 74 young teal of a calculated teal production of 918
were observed .

As explained ear li er, however, s uch differences were to

be expected and es timate s of production by these species calculated f rom

nesting data probab l y more closely represented true production figures.
Production estimates for redheads, obtained by the two methods, agreed

much more closely and indicated that estimates computed from nesting

data for mallards, cinnamon/blue-winged teal, and redheads were reasonably
accurate.

These species comprised 83 and 76 percent, respective ly, of

the total breeding population in 1967 and 1968, and production by them
accounted for the majority of ducks produced on the study area.
Broods of canvasbacks, ruddy ducks, and gadwalls remained in areas
of open water and so were easily counted.

For this reason, production

estimates for these species were taken from brood count data and were

Table 16.

Estimated waterfowl production--1967 and 1968

Cal. production
from brood
counts

1967

1968

Cal. no. of
young hatched

Cal. produc -

from "Index of
Productivity"

Cal. duckling

1967

1967

1968

mortality

1968

Estimated

tion from
nesting data

1967

Eroduc ti on

1968

1967

1968

Mallard

194

126

716

1,068

ll%

18%

637

876

640

875

Gadwall

124

340

212

138

377o

19%

134

ll2

125

340

Pintail

33

14

0

284

227,

0

222

30

220

121

74

1,217

1,413

27%

35%

888

918

890

920

Shoveler

82

41

ll6

150

32%

24%

79

ll4

80

100

Redhead

444

957

616

1,012

14%

37o

530

982

500

960

Ruddy duck

181

172

166

267

20%

31%

133

184

180

180

Canvasback

29

37

0

0

0

0

30

35

1,208

1,761

3,043

4,332

2,401

3,408

2,445

3,595

Cinn/BW Teal

Total

19%

16%

74
believed to be accurate .

Production by other species than those pre-

viously mentioned was based on a small sample of nests and the reliability
of es timates from nesting data probably decreased correspondingly.

Pintail

production was unmeasurable in 1967 as no nests were found on study plots .
Consequently, pintail production es timat es that year were based on brood
counts a l one even though it was felt that this was an excessively conservative es timate.

In 1968, however, 13 pintail nests were found on

the sample plots and, although nesting success was low for this species,
the calculated production of 222 young did not seem excessive.

Shoveler

pr oduction figures , as calculated from brood counts and nesting data,
were very similar in 1967 but diverged greatly in 1968.

A higher propor-

tion of ma ll a rd and cinnamon/blue-winged teal ducklings wer e seen in 1967
than in 1968, and it appears that possibly habitat conditions were better
for a hen to hide her brood in 1968.

If this were true it would also

explain why fewer shoveler ducklings were obse rved in 1968 than in 1967.
It i s apparent that the production figures presented here are little
more than an est imation of true waterfowl production on the study area.

However, these es timates are based on substantially more reliable indices
than brood counts alone, and it is believed that they provide a reliable
estimate of waterfow l production at the Fish Springs National Wildlife
Refuge during this study.

Keith (1961) ca l culated production on his study

area in Alberta, Canada, from breeding pair counts, renesti ng data, and

the mean number of young per brood reaching the fly ing stage.

By using

pair counts made a t Fish Springs (approximately 900 pairs a year), Keith ' s
figure showing that 49 percent of all hens successfully brought off
broods, and Keith's mean flying brood size of 6.5, yearly production
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at Fish Springs could be calculated at 2,866 ducks (900 x 0.49 x 6.5).
Keith found l ower nest success (34 percent for dabblers and 31 percent
for divers) and higher duckling mortality rates than th ose at Fish Springs
so it appears that producti on figures calculated from his results would
be conservative for Fish Springs.

Consequently the average production

of about 3,020 ducks in 1967 and 1968 calculated at Fish Springs appears
to be an accurate approximation of actual production on that area.

Total

produc tion at Fish Springs, therefore, was approximately 100 percent
greater than production determined from brood counts on this marsh.

Data

calculated from brood counts alone, if the brood inventories were accom-

plished in the same manner as those in this study, should provide an
index by which yearly changes in wa t erfowl production (particularly for
redheads) could be measured.
Jensen and Chattin (1964) provided a variety of data concerning
waterfowl production on western marshes.

Discussing managed marsh areas

of the West, these authors cited production of one to three ducklings per
acre on the stream-fed marshes of Utah, and 300 to 700 ducklings per
square mile on the Malheur and Summer Lake Refuges in Oregon.

Fish

Springs, with approximately 4,500 acres of marshland available to waterfowl, produced about 2,400 ducks in 1967 (0.53 ducks/acre and 343 ducks/
sq uare mile), and about 3,600 ducks in 19 68 (0.8 ducks/acr e and 514 ducks/
square mile).

These production figures are somewhat misleading, however,

as much of th e Fish Springs marsh consisted of poor waterfowl habitat
(flooded desert and sal t fla t areas) during this study.

Much of the

Pintail, Ibis, Gadwall, and Harrison Pool management units (about 1,350
acres of marshland) provided little nesting cover and was used sparingly
for brood rearing (Tab le 17) .

For example, only 48 of 826 ducklings

Table 17 .

(Number of broods-- numbe r of youn g.)

Brood counts from Jul y c e nsu s , 19 66, 1967 , and 1968 .

Mana ement unit

SJ2eC ies
Mallard
Shoveler
Cinn /BW Teal
Gadwall
Pintail
Redhe ad
Ruddy duck
Canvasback
TOTALS

Avocet

1966
3-25
1967 13-88
1968
7-45
1966
1967
2-18
1968
2-5
1966
1-7
1967
6-39
1968
6-13
1966
4-28
1967
2-16
1968
1966
1967
1- 7
1968
1966 16-96
1967 13-84
1968
8- 50
1966
4-13
1967
8-53
4-20
1968
1966
196 7
1-3
1968
1966 28-221
1967 46-308
1968 27-133

Curlew
4-23
l-7

Mallard
6-3 7

2-14
1-3
3-1 5
5-24
l-3
7- 51
1-2
1-3
3-21

2-13
3-1 5
1-4

6-38

3-21
4-20
3-2 2
2-9

6-35
1-3
2-4

Pint a il
1-4

Ibis

Gadwall

1-6
16-102

4-21

16-102
10-62
19-101

21-ll7
23-148
14-87

To t a l

1-3
2-18
2-ll
1-l
1-2

1-7

2-9

ll-59
5-30
6-37
2-12
2-ll
5-28

Harrison

1- 2

3-9

2-ll
1-8

1-6
ll- 57
13-70
10-63

E~ret

1-5
4-35

2-1 2
1- 5

9- 50
1-8
4-1 8
1-6

Shove ler

1-9
18-134
14-99
29-208
6-29
4-22
2-5
4-18
4-20
28-185
26-150
44-283

4-21
1-8

5-25
l-8
0- 0

2- 16
4-28
9-4 8

6- 44

2-16
7- 40
9-48

0- 0
0-0
6-44

l -4
5-31
3-13
2-ll

3-15
6-40
6-22

ll4-686
132-826
135-781

.....

"'
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counted in the July, 1967 brood census were on these units.

If the total

Fish Springs duck prod ucti on were based on the remaining 3,150 acres of
marshland, which did provide suitable waterfowl habitat, resultant production figures would be 0.8 ducks/acr e or 512 ducks/square mile in 1967
and 1.1 ducks/acre or 704 ducks/square mile in 1968.

Therefore, although

it appeared that overall waterfowl production on this spring-fed marsh
was lower than that on stream - fed salt marshes of the West, production
on favorable areas of the Fish Springs National Wildlife Refuge approached
that of the stream-fed marshes.
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FACTORS AFFECTING WATERFOWL PRODUCTION
ON THE STUDY AREA
Waterfowl producti on on any marsh area , defined in terms of the
number of young ducks reared to flying age per acre of marshland, is
dependent upon a tremendous multiplicity of interacting ecological
factors.

Topography , climate, interspersion of cover and water, per-

manence and size of water areas, soil and water fertility (as related
to the production of duck foods), and vegetational composition are
oft-cited habitat characteristics which affect the capacity of a marsh
to be productive for waterfowl.

Grazing intensity, predator activity,

and th e territorial behavior of breeding ducks are other important
ramifications which have also been found to influence waterfowl production potentialities of various marshlands.

In addition to these considerations, which affect the productivity
of most waterfowl breeding marshes, there are several other important

environmental facto rs inherent to Utah ' s spring-fed salt marshes which
have been imp lic a t ed as being causal for l ow waterfowl production on
these areas .

Waters of the s pring- fe d marshes are highly sa line with

sodium chloride being th e most abundant salt.

There is some evidence

that high concentrations of certain salts may prevent the uptake of
essential minerals and trace elements for proper grow t h and development of waterfowl.

Disease problems (perosis) encount ered with the

captive goose flock a t Fish Springs in 1964 suggested to some observers
that nutritive deficiencies possibly resulted in excessive duckling
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mortality on these marshes.

Shooting mortality to ducks reared on the spring-fed areas was
virtually unknown when this study was initiated, and excessive mortality

to breeding populations was a l so suggested as a reason for low waterfowl
production on the spring-fed marshes.

The inaccessibility of these areas

to waterfowl using main migration routes was similarly considered a fac-

tor contributing to their l ow waterfowl use.
This investigation was designed to ascertain the impact of each of
these factors at the Fish Springs National Wildlife Refuge and to determine which could be considered important limitations to waterfowl production on this marsh and other spring-fed salt marshes in Utah .
Marsh development at Fish Springs resulted in a remarkable increase
in its waterfowl production, and it was believed that it would be possible to ascertain which factors were responsible for low duck production
on other spring-fed marshes by determining the causes for this increased
waterfowl use of the Fish Springs marsh .

It was beyond the scope of this

study to gather exhaustive qualitative and quantitative data pertaining
to all of these ecological elements.

However, when field observations

and waterfowl population data indicated that a spec ific condition might
be limiting to waterfowl production, such information was obtained.
Because the influence of several factors was apparently equal or very
similar on all of Utah's wat erfowl marshes, these could be easily e liminated from further consid eration.

A discussion of the various factors

previously listed and the apparent impact of eac h of these e l ements on
waterfowl populations at Fish Springs follows.
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Topography and Climate
The topographies of the study area, other spring-fed marshes, and
stream-fed marshes along the eastern shore of the Great Salt Lake are
similar, and there is no reason to believe that enough difference exists
between these areas to be critica l .

Climatic or weather variations

between these marshes would probably also be too slight to explain the
existant wat erfowl production differentia l .
Inters persion of Cover and Water

The need for proper int erspersion of cover and water has long been
recognized by waterfowl biologists.

Keith (1961) found that proximity

to water was an important factor affecting th e use of terrestrial cover

types by nesting ducks.

In his study of the ring -necked duck, Mendall

(1958, p. 105) suggested that possibly the most important factor in nest
site selection by that species was the presence of a reasonably dry site
containing acceptable cover adjacent to or within a few feet of " swimmable water."

Results of the present study showed that 89 pe rcent of

all duck nests located were within 30 feet of water, so it is apparent
that favorable interspersion of cover and water is necessary for the

maximum waterfowl production potential of this marsh to be reached.
Much of the southern half of th e Fish Springs marsh consis t s of
islands and hummocks of dry ground broken up by miles of tortuous channe l s.

Here, cover and water interspersion appears optimal and most

terrestria l vegetat ion is loc a t ed close to water.

The four northern

management units, however, consist primarily of large expanses of open

water with relatively unbroken shorelines.

These units presently do not
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provide favorable conditions for duck nesting because of the sparsi t y of
proper nesting c over, but as more emer gent vege tation becomes estab lish ed
the poor dispersion of cover and water on these areas could possibly

limi t nesting densities ther e .
Taken as a single entity, however, the Fish Springs marsh pr ovides
an excellent interspersion of cover with water .

Since much of the

original marsh consisted of myriads of channels and sl oughs inte rlaced
with areas of cover, and yet was unproductive for ducks, it would be

difficult to believe that this factor was an important limitation to
waterfowl production at that time.
Permanence and Siz e of Water Areas
Water areas provide duck broods with food and prot ection from
predators and, with broods hatchin g throughout the summer months, the
need for permanent water ar eas is evid e nt.
water is also an important consideration .

The size of th ese bodies of
A dec ided shifting of duck

broods f r om small to larger waters as they became older was r e ported by
Low (1945), Berg (1956), and others .

Keith (1961) noted a limited egress

of broods from po tholes one acre or less in size into larger bodies of
water.

This inves tigat or suggested that gadwa ll and diving duck broods

prefer larg er and deeper pothol es, but his data indicated that mallards,
blue -winged teal, and shovelers were less affected by differences in
size and depth of brood rearing areas .
Before spring waters wer e impounded at Fish Springs, brood rearing
areas were limited to narrow sloughs and small ponds resulting from the
temporar y plugging of these waterways by muskrats, floating de bris, and
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dike s built by early landowne rs.

Many of the smaller sloughs became dry

during the late summer months and were consequently unavailable to duck
broods (J. P. Harrison, in personal communication) .

Because much of the

incr e ase in waterfowl production following marsh development at Fish
Springs was production by redheads, ruddy ducks, and gadwalls, it would
appear that this increased duck use could be explained by the formation
o f large and permanent bodies of water necessary for brood rearing .
Brood use of the large pools created by flooding desert and salt flat
ar eas at Fish Springs has, however, been slight (Table 17).

Further-

more, waters of the Locomotive Springs and Clear Lake Waterfowl Management Areas, two other spring-fed marshes, have been impounded for many

years.

Extensive permanent bodies of water existed on these areas when

they were surveyed for waterfowl nesting (Smith, 1941 and Bergen, 1941),
but waterfowl production was very low.

It appears, therefore, that

although impounded waters were probably an important factor contributing
to the increase of waterfowl production on the study area , impounded

waters alone were not the critical quality which produced this increased
wat erfowl production.
Vegetation Composition

The vegetationa l assemblage of any marsh reflects the quality and
quantity of plant food and nesting cover available for breeding waterfowl.

Several of the more important duck food plants found on stream-

fed marshes in Utah do not grow at all or grow less successfully on
spring-fed salt marshes.

For example, pondweeds (Po t omogeton

and smartweeds (Polygonum

~.)

~. )

did not originally occur at the Fish
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Springs marsh, although sago pondweed has been recently introduced there.
This difference in the marsh vegetation of spring and stream-fed marshes
might be interpreted as being indicative that deficiencies in food plants
were a limitation to waterfowl production on the spring - fed areas.

How-

ever, sago pondweed does grow at the Locomotive Springs Waterfowl Management Area, a spring - fed marsh; and widgeongrass, an imp ortan t waterfowl
food plant, grows in great quantities on all of the spring-fed marshes.
In fact, quantitative analyses of waterfowl food plants made by Jensen
and Dar gan (1939) at all of Utah's waterfowl marshes indicated that the
West Lake area of the Locomotive Springs marsh was the most productive
body of water in the State for submergent plants.

At about the same

time (Smith, 1941), waterfowl production on this area was very low.
Alkali bulrush, another important wate r fow l food plant on wes t ern
saline marshes (Keith and Stanislawski, 19 60), increased in abundance
very substantially at the Fish Springs Refuge fol lowing marsh development.

This plant is also abundant on other spring and stream-fed

marshes in Utah though, and its increase on the study area probably could
not explain the expansion of waterfowl production there.
Although the s pecies composition of the vegeta tional cover available
to nesting ducks on the spring-fed and stream-fed marshes of Utah is quite
similar, severa l deficiencies in cover appear to exist on th e study area.

Emergent vegeta ti on, which has been r e ported to be essential for the
nesting of redheads and ruddy ducks (Low, 1945 ; Lokemoen, 1966; and many
others), is very sparse or nonexis t ent on many portions of this marsh .

This lack of suitable emergent nesting cover, however , apparently imposed
littl e restriction on nesting by these species.

Of 69 redhe ad nests
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studied,50 (72 percent) were situated on dry land sites.

Only one of

15 ruddy duck nests located was situated in an over - water site .

Appar-

ently then, other conditions were favorab l e for these birds and a
shortage of pr eferred nesting cover did not limit their nesting.
Wil liams and Marshall (1938), Gates (1958), Keith (1961), and others
have pointed out the preference of nesting gadwa lls for dry sites and
dense, weedy cover.

Much of the Fish Springs marsh consists of low-lying

and moist areas, and many of the weedy plant species associated with
gadwall nesting on stream-fed marshes do not occur at Fish Springs
because of excessive soil salinity .

Gadwalls were first observed

nesting at the Fish Springs marsh in 1964 after water had been impounded
for several years on some areas.

Apparently this species, which prefers

deep and large expanses of water for brood rearing (Keith, 1961), was
able to pioneer the study area when such waters became available, but,
because of limitations imposed by inadequate nesting cover, has not

developed high breeding popu l ations.
Although gadwalls are the single most important duck species nesting on stream-fed marshes in Utah (Williams and Marshall, 1938; and
Gates, 1958), they comprised only about 5 percent of the breeding
population of ducks at the Fish Springs National Wildlife Refuge during
this study.

It a ppears, therefore, that much of the pres ent diff erential

between waterfowl production on the study area and on stream - fed marshes
east of the Great Salt Lake may be explained by insufficient gadwall
nesting habitat at the Fish Springs marsh.

However, past studies of

other spring - fed marshes in Utah indicated that populations of all duck
species, with possibly the exception of mallards, were low on these
areas.

Consequent ly inadequacies of nesting cover inherent to these
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marshes can only be considered as one of several limitatio ns to water-

fowl production on these areas .

As evidenced by the unusual nesting

behavior of redheads and ruddy ducks at Fish Springs, this l imi tat ion
would probab l y be circumve nt ed by some waterfowl specie s should ot he r
habita t considerations becom e more favorable .

Grazing Intensity
The impact of live stock gr az i ng on nesting cover for ducks has been
a controversial subject for ma ny yea rs.

Probably the first published

study of the relationships between grazing and duck nesting was made by
Bennett (193 7) , who conc luded that some grazing was benefic ial t o nesting
ducks.

Bue e t .a l . (1952) and Murdy (1953) s imilarly repor t ed that moder-

ate int ensities of livestock grazing wer e no t de trimental to nes ting
ducks.

Keith (1961) found that grazing (1.2 acres per head per month,

July-December) did no t seriously reduc e nesting cover, but sugges t e d
that spring a nd/or wint er grazing might prove de trimental.
In his report on Fish Springs, Williams (1938) menti oned that the
area was heavily grazed eve r y winter by some 30,000 sheep.

Seve ral

e arly l andowners grazed cattle on this mars h throughout the year, but
cattle did poorly on the marginal range and use of the marsh for grazing
was s li ght afte r about 1948 (J. P. Harrison, in personal communication).
When the area became a refuge in 1959 a ll gr azing was discontinued.
Mu ch of the Locomotive Springs Waterfowl Management Ar ea is still
gra zed each wi nte r and spring, but th e Clear Lake Waterfowl Management
Area, another spring-fed mar sh, has not been grazed for some time .

Waterfowl production on both of these marsh es appears to be lowe r than
that on the s tre am-fed marsh e s, and consequently the impact of grazing
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on the spring-fed areas i s difficult to ascertain.

Because evidence

from other studies indicates that grazing is not detrimen tal and may
e ven be beneficial to duck nesting, it appears that grazing is not a

significant cause of low waterfowl production on the spring - fed areas.
Predator Activity
Predation on nests and ducklings has often been implicated as an
important factor limiting waterfowl producti on.

According to Keith

(1961), few waterfowl nesting studies in recent years have failed to show
that pr eda tors were the chief cause of nest loss.

It is difficult to

assess how much depredation of eggs may be within desirable limits and
how much may be excessive (Errington, 1964), but nevertheless many
nesting studies have result ed in the suggestion that predator control
would be beneficial to specific waterfowl populations.
During the two years of this nesting study predators destroyed
25 percent of all duck ne sts located.

This l eve l of predation appears

relatively low when compared with the findings of other workers, and
if nest destruction by predators is indeed beneficial, as suggested by
Errington (1964), it would appear that predators were not a problem to
nesting ducks on the study area .
Keith (1961) ca l culated duckling mortalities of 24 percent on his
study area in Alberta, and Evans and Wolfe (1967) determined that mortality to young blue-winged teal on their study area in Nebraska was
about 51 percent from hatching to ful l grown.

Average calculated duck-

ling mortalities of 19 percent and 16 percent, respectively, in 1967
and 1968 at Fish Springs, indicate that mortality to young ducks on
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this mar sh wa s relatively low during this study .
Smith (1941) r eported the very high egg hatching success of 83 percent on the Locomo tive Springs Waterfowl Managemen t Area, and Bergen
(1941) found tha t 56 percent of all nests studied at the Clear Lake
area hatched successfully.

Therefore, pr eda tion at the spring-fed salt

marshes appears t o be of minimal importance as a factor l imiting wat erf owl
production on these ar e a s .

Ter ritorial Behavior of Breeding Ducks
In its s tr ictes t de fini ti on,a territory is a porti on of the habitat
defended by a br eeding pa ir against intrusion by all o ther members of
the same species (Nice, 1941) .
advanc ed for wat e rfowl .

Several concepts of territory have been

Hochbaum (1944) suggested that th e drake es tab-

lished definite boundari es around the water a r ea occup i ed by a pair of
nesting ducks, an d defended this area agains t the intru s i on of other
sexua lly active birds of his own spec i es.

This author concluded that

the te rr i t ory of breeding ducks consisted of four compone nts:
adj acen t nesting cove r, food, and a loa f ing site .

water,

Hochbaum' s concept

was later modified by Sowls (195 5) and Dzubin (1955).

Inves ti ga ti ons by

Sowls s howed that the four components of t erritory des cribed by Hochbaum
were no t always present.

Sowls also found that pairs did not always

es tablish def init e boundaries and that some drakes defended more than
one area.

Dzub in showed that canvasback and redhead drakes defended a

"moving territory11 around a hen rather than a specific component of

the habitat.
Limitations to waterfowl br eeding densities i mposed by the t erritori a l behavior of ducks are closely allied to the fore - menti oned
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intersper sion of cover and wa t e r .

Ho chb aum (1944), Smith (1955), and

others postulated that nesting dens ities on some wat erf owl br eedi ng
grounds may depend upon dr ake intol e r anc e a nd water area ava ilability .
Smith noted that the area of intolerance was reduced if visibility was
decreased by vegeta tion , sinc e visibility f rom the loafing spot was a
facto r in determining whe ther a territ orial de fense would be launched.
Lacy (1959) found that fre quent bends in dit c hes increased waterfowl
use by visually isolating one pair from another, thereby increasing the
number of territories which could be established.
Since int e rspersion of cover and water does not appear t o be an

important limitation t o waterfowl pr oducti on on the study area, t erritoriality probably can also be exc luded as a fact or limiting breeding
populations at Fish Springs .
Shooting Mortality and Remo t eness
of the Spring-fed Marshes
Marshlands along the ea stern shore of the Great Salt Lake are an
important fa ll a nd spring concentration poin t for waterfowl migrating
through both th e Pacific and Central Flyways.

According to Nelson (1966) ,

the main migration route of ducks using these marshes is across Utah

Lake and through the centr a l portion of the State.

Consequently, the

west des e rt area , whe re most of the spring-fed marshes are situa t ed,

li es off the main flight path for ducks migrating through Utah.

This

situation l ed t o the suggestion by several observers in the past that
l ow breeding populations of water fow l on these areas resulted from the
inacc essibility of the marshes t o waterfowl using major migration r outes.
Exces s ive s hooting mortality to waterfowl reared on the spring-fed
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marshes could conceivably reduce population numbers to the extent that
breeding populations would be too low to insure maximum production .

For

this reason shooting mortality to ducks reared on these marshes was

also hypothesized as a possibl e factor limiting these waterfowl populations.

To det ermine migrational patterns and mortality rates of ducks
using the Fish Springs marsh, a small sample of these birds was banded
in 1966 and 1967.

A few mallards had been banded by refuge personnel

each year since 1963 and band r e turns from these birds provided additional
information .

Results, by species, of this abbreviated banding study

follow.
Redheads
During the two years of this study 617 redheads (mostly flightless
young) were banded and 55 bands were returned by hunters.
of 53 reported redhead bands are shown in Figure 8 .

Recovery sites

Thirteen of these

birds were shot by hunters on the Fish Springs marsh several months
after being banded .

Most of the remaining recoveries were from ducks

which had migrated eastward and south to the coast of Texas or westward
and south towards western Mexico.

Weller (1964) showed similar patterns

of migration for redheads reared on the Bear River Refuge, Utah.

Since

five birds banded at Fish Springs were recovered along the eastern shore
of the Great Salt Lake, it appears that redheads raised on the study area
mix freely with redheads using thes e marshes.

One redhead band recovery

of particular interest was that of a young male banded on August 31,
1966, which was subsequently shot on January 15, 1967, near Moses Lake,
Washington.

This bird apparently migrated northward to spend the
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Figure 8 .

Recovery sites of r edheads and gadwa lls reared and banded on
the Fish Springs Nationa l Wildlif e Re fuge .
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winter, a phenomenon which is not uncommon accord i ng to We ller (1964).
Bands from 28 of 359 redheads banded in 1966 (7.8 percent) were
recovered by hunters dur ing the 1966-67 wa t erfow l hunting season and
subsequent l y reported.

Twenty-four of the 258 r edhead s banded in 1967

(9.3 percen t) were r eported by hunt ers as being shot during the hunt
that year .

During th e two years of this study an average of 8.4 per-

cent of the redheads banded were s hot and reported by hunte r s the first
fall after band ing .

Because not all banded birds shot and retrieved by

hunters are reported (Mart inson, 1966), it is necessary to know the
proportion reported t o determine shooting mortality rat es .

Martinson

stated that the reporting rate for redheads was high and estimated that
about 62 percent we re reported by hunters.

This author a ls o suggested ,

however, t hat repor ting rates were decreasing .

For this r eason the

conservative es timat e that only 50 percent of r edhead band s were repo r ted
was utilized to de t ermin e mortality rates fo r these ducks.

Thus, the

annual hunting mortality r ate for young redheads reared on the stud y
area was probab l y 16 to 18 percent .

Hickey (1952) sugge sted that ave r-

age annual morta lit y rat es for juvenile r edheads were abou t 70 percent,
and Keith ( 196 1) calculated a 77 percent avera ge annual mortality rate
for redheads of a ll age class es.

Therefore it appears that shooting

mortality to redheads re ared on the Fish Springs marshes was considera bl y l ower than morta lity t o redheads raised in other area s .

This would,

to some ex t ent, explain the rapid buildup of a subs tantial redhead
breeding popula t ion at Fish Springs following development of thi s marsh.
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Gadwalls
A total of 138 gadwalls (also mainly f lightless young) were banded
and 19 bands were returned.

Localities where these 19 banded gadwalls

were shot are also shown in Figure 8.

Five of these birds were tak en

on the study area, one each was shot in Texas and California, and the
remaining 12 were taken by hunters in Arizona, Nevada, and Utah.

The

single return from Texas probably indicates that a small number of Fish
Springs-rear e d gadwalls migrates through th e Central Flyway to the Gulf
Coast, but apparently most of these birds winter in southern areas of
the Pacific Flyway.

Four returns from marshes on the Great Salt Lake

probably indicate that gadwalls reared on the study area j oin fall concentrations of ducks on th ese marshes prior to migrating southward.

Hunters reported bands from 14 of 69 gadwalls banded in 1966 for
a 20 percent recovery rate.

The recovery rate was much lower in 1967

(5 returns from 69 banded ducks) and the average rate for the 138 gadwalls
banded in 1966 and 1967 was 13. 8 percent.

Although Martinson (1966)

provided no specific return ratios for gadwalls, he indicat ed that during
the period of 1962-64 about 32 percent of bands from all species were
r e port ed by hunters.

It appears, ther efore , that gadwalls band ed in

1966 sustained a shooting mortality of about 64 percent that year, and
that the average annual hunting mortality to gadwalls in 1966 and 1967
was about 43 percent .

Keith (1961) calculated an average annual mor-

tality rate of 52 percent for gadwalls of all age classes banded at the
Bear River Refuge.

Because mortality rates for Fish Springs-reared

gadwal ls were computed for young birds only, the average annual mortality rate of 43 percent does not seem excessive.
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Mallards
Band return data from 1,117 mallards, including 685 banded in 1966
and 1967, provided the basis for calculations of migration routes and
mortality rates fo r thi s duck species.

These data are not necessarily

representative of ducks reared on the study area though because most
banding was accomplished during periods of migration.

This information

do e s, however, r ef lect migration patterns and mortality rates of mallards
utilizing the study area.
in Figure 9 .

Recovery sites of 87 banded mallards are shown

Nearly half (41) of these ducks were shot by hunters at

Fish Springs and 62 of the 87 returns (71 percent) were from Utah .

Five

band r e turns from marshes bordering the Great Salt Lake, thr ee returns
from the Utah Lake area, and nine band recoveries from the Clear Lake
area indicate that ther e is considerable interchange between these
marshes.

The general pattern of band recoveries outside of Utah indi-

cates a west and southward migration of mallards from or through the
study ar ea to southern portions of the Pacific Flyway.

Seven band re-

turns from northern Utah and southeastern Idaho seem t o indicate that
mallards reared in these areas pass through Fish Springs during thei r
southward migration.

Three of th ese ducks, howeve r, were young birds

banded during the summer at Fish Springs and shot further north and east
that fall.

This indicates that mallards reared on the study area may

migrate no rthward to southeastern Idaho to winter or to join large concentrations of ducks preparing to move further south for the winter.
There were 63 fi rst -year recoveries from 1,117 mallards banded at
Fish Springs from 1964 to 1967 for a 5.6 perc ent band rec overy rate.
Martinson (1966) stated that during the period 1962-64 only 32.7 percent
of mallard bands were returned by hunters.

If this low band-reporting

Figure 9.

Recovery sites of mallards banded on the Fish Springs National Wildlife Refuge.
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rate pe r sis t ed, and there is no reason to be lieve otherwise, it appears

that annu a l hunting mortality t o mallards us ing the Fish Springs marsh
was approximately 17 perc ent.

Keith (1961) calculated average annual

mortality rates for mallards banded on the Bear River Refuge and found
that a ppr oximate ly 58 percent of mallards of all age classes were shot
each year.

Consequent l y it appear s that mallards using the Fish Springs

marsh are harvested at leve ls which would pr ec lude shooting mortality
as a factor limiting these po.pulations.
Other s pecies
Band r eturn results for other species of ducks banded on the study
area were t oo limited t o provide indications of migration routes.

Appar-

ently annual shooting mortality rates for cinnamon teal and ruddy ducks
reared a t Fish Springs were very low as only one teal band from 119
bird s banded and no ruddy duck bands from 38 birds banded were reported
by hunt ers .

The paucity of returns for shovelers and pintails similarly

indicates that these ducks were little affected by hunting mortality.
Dis e ase Problems
A severe loss of captive Canada goose goslings occurred at Fish
Springs in the spring of 1964.

Thirty of 41 goslings hatched in May

and June that year died 2 days to 6 weeks after hatching (J ensen, 1968).
The par ent stock, 20 adult birds captured and pinioned in other areas,
was held with 15 juveniles in a pen enc losing a pproximat e ly 12.5 acres
of marsh habitat.

Five sick and dead goslings were submitted to the

Bear Ri ver Research Station for diagnosis and Jensen concluded that
possibl y 20 percent of th e young birds had clinical perosis.

Th is
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investigator also suggested that others may have died of dietary
deficiencies before the characteristic symptoms of perosis developed .
According to Norris and Scott (cited by Jensen, 1968), perosis,
a disease characterized primarily by deformi ties of the leg bones, is
commonly encountered in large domestic fowl fed rations either deficient in one or more essential nutri ents or containing th ese nutrients in

an improper balance.

These workers also suggested that a lack of mangan-

ese is a common cause of perosis in poultry, and that the availability
of this e lement is decre ased by large excesses of calcium or phosphorous
in the diet.

Deficiencies of choline, biotin, folic acid, niacin,

vitamin E, and pantothenic acid were similarly implicated as causing
perosis at times.

Unfortunately, the dietary deficiencies responsible for perosis in
this goose flock were not identified, and when the adult birds were
transferred t o New Mexico in the winter of 1966 further investigation
became impossible .

Throughout the present study, free-flying Canada

geese and ducks were never observed to exhibit signs of perosis, and

apparently mortality or decreased vigor attributable to dietary deficiencies was nonexistant .

It appears, therefore, that this disease

probl em occurred only in the confinement of the goose pen, and if
deficiencies in trac e elements or nutrients exis t at Fish Springs they
do so in limited areas and their impact upon the entire marsh is neg ligib le.

Furthermore, calculated duckling mortality rates of 19 and 16

percent in 196 7 and 1968, respectively, indicate that mortality to young
ducks due to disease, predators, and other causes is not a problem on

the study area .
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Soil and Water Salini ty
Soils and water s of the Fish Springs National Wildlife Refuge and
o th er spring-fed salt marshes in Utah contain high concentrations of
various salts .

An outbreak of perosis at Fish Springs suggested t hat

nutritional deficiencies ca used by blockage of the normal upt ake of
essential elements by excesses of various salts was a problem on this
marsh.

However, as was discussed in the previous section, perosis or

other deficiency diseases were apparently nonexistant in wild waterfowl
populations at Fish Springs during this investigation.

Therefore it

appears that high salinities of the spring - fed marshes in Utah are not
directly det riment al to waterfow l populations on these areas .
The impact of saline wat e rs and soi l s on the plant eco lo gy, and
consequent ly on the waterfowl production, of these marshes , howeve r, is

subst•ntial.

According to Bo l en (1964), vegetat ional s ucc ession at the

Fish Springs marsh generally follows a course dictated by soil salini t y
and, to a lesser ex tent, ecological amplitude .

In an earlier study,

Nelson (1955) found that the major physical fac t o rs affecting plant
growth at the Ogden Bay Waterfowl Management Area in Utah were water
depth, water fluctu ations, and soil salinity.

Ne lson showed t hat the

growth of eac h plant species was reduced when soil salinity approached
the maximum tolerated, and the most luxuriant grow th s were found when
soi l salini t y was at a minimum .

High soil salinity, in addition to influencing plant succession
on the spring -fed marshes, also excludes the grow th of seve ral important
waterfowl food and cover plants on these areas.

It was previously

mentioned tha t t he genera Potomogeton and Po l ygonum, impor t ant duck food
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plants on the stream-fed marshes, were not successful at Fish Springs
and other spring-fed marshes.

Herbaceous plant species found on the

stream-fed marshes, which provide excellent nesting cover for gadwalls,
were similarly mentioned to be excluded by soil salinities from the
Fish Springs marsh.

Furthermore, attempts t o cultivate grain crops as

sources of food for migrating waterfowl at the Fish Springs Refuge have
largely failed because of the low salt tolerance of these plants.
Although the vegetation of the spring-fed marshes is limited mainly
to halophytic spec ies and management of these areas must be based on a
cognizance of limitations imposed by high soil and water salini ti es,
these salinity levels apparently are not restrictive to waterfowl production on the spring - fed marshes .

As Jensen and Chattin (1964) have

shown, man aged marsh ar eas of the western United States, which typically
have waters and soils that are both very saline and a lka lin e, rank among
the best waterfowl producing marshes on the North American continent.
Soil and Water Fertility in Relation
to Food for Ducklings
When this study was initiated in the summer of 1966,much of the
habitat available for waterfowl at the Fish Springs National Wildlife
Refuge consisted of newly-impounded waters contai ning l ittle submergent
and emergent vegetation.

The entire central port i on of the re f uge

(Curlew, Mallard, Shoveler, and Egret Pool management units) had been
dewatered for two ye ars during 1963 and 1964 to facilitate dike and road
construction, and when this area was reflooded much of the original
aquatic vegetation had been destroyed.

Sloughs and channels, originally
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choked with widgeongrass and muskgrass and bordered with Olney ' s bulrush
and other emergen ts (Bo l en, 1962) , were nearly devoid of aqua tic vegetation.

All that remained in thes e channels was the dead and partially

decompos ed remnants of emergent vegetation and bassia, which had invaded
these areas following dewatering .

By 1966, however, submergents had

become estab li shed in the main impoundments and were spreading into
channe ls, and e xtensiv e stands of wire ru s h we re beginning t o appear in
shallow water areas .

At this time the Avocet Pool management unit, which had been dewatered for on ly one year (1962) and had been impounded for four years,
was the on l y enti re unit which appeared t o have the const i tuents necessar y to attract br eeding ducks (Figure 3) .

Waters of this unit cont ained

luxuriant grow ths of submer gent vegetation, and s horelines and s hall ow
s l oughs maintained extensive stands of Olney ' s bulrush, cattai l , and

other eme r gen t vege t ation.

Portions of the Harrison Pool management

unit near the Nor th Spring drainage, which had s imilarly been impounded
for four year s , also pr ovi ded seeming l y ideal conditions for breeding
ducks .

Much of this unit, howeve r, consisted of flooded de s e rt habitat

l acking suitab le nesting cove r for ducks (Figure 4) .

The r ema ining

portion of the refuge (Ibis, Pintail, and Gadwall Poo l management units)
also consisted of flooded dese rt and salt f lats, and provid ed neg li gibl e
nesting and brood rearing hab i t at for ducks .
Researc h effo rts in 1966 were dire cted principall y t owards det ermining if excessive duckling mortality were occurring on the Fish Springs
marsh, and consis t ed primarily of obtaining brood census data.

Unexpec -

t ed ly, these da t a and field observations indicated that, in terms of
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duck broods per acre of marsh habitat, the newly-impounded areas which
had been part of the original marsh were being most heavily utilized by
waterfowl .

This relationship is shown in Figure 10 expressed as the

number of ducklings per acre counted during the July census on Avocet
Pool {the unit which had been impounded for four years) and on Mallard,
Shove l er, and Egret Pools (units which had been impounded for one season
only).

These counts do not represent the total number of ducklings on

each unit because many dabbler broods were not seen during censuses.

However, it is believed that similar proportions of dabbler broods were
counted on each unit and that these counts provided a comparable index

to the number of ducklings using each area.

Brood counts for July were

utilized because that was the period of highest duckling concentrations.
Earlier counts wou ld include only early-hatched broods and surveys made
later in the summer would exclude early-hatched broods which were already
flying.

Census results for the Curlew Pool management unit were not

considered because r edhead broods utilized this impoundment very little,
possibly because of its shallow waters.

Since fie ld work in 1966 was

initiated too late to include a nesting study, these data reflect only
brood use of the various management units and not utilization of these
areas for nesting .

It was apparent in 1966 that newly-flooded portions of the original
marsh provided the best brood rearing habitat available at Fish Springs .
The reason for this preference by duck broods, however, was not readily
explainable in terms of vegetative cover or plant food since these areas

contained l ess of these elements than did Avocet Pool, the older, more
stabilized portion of the refuge.

Fortunately, qualitative sampling of

aquatic invertebrates was begun that summer.

The s e samples indicated
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A compari son of duckling densi ties on four managemen t un its
in Ju l y, 1966. Ca l culated from mon thl y brood ce nsus data .
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that waters of the newly-impounded management units contained much

higher populations of low trophic-level aquatic insects (families
Corixidae

1

and Chironomidae) than did the waters of Avocet Pool.

Through the years biologists have recognized the importance of
water, soil, and aquatic vegetation to waterfowl production, but very

little work, either qualitative or quantitative, has been done with the
invertebrate populations of waterfowl marshes .

It is now understood,

however, that invertebrates, particularly aquatic insects, comprise an

important source of high protein food for newly-hatched ducklings and
laying female ducks .

Perret, cited by Leitch (1964), found that in the

spring female mallards consumed 63.5 percent animal food whereas male
mallards consumed only 45 percent animal food .

Animal foods made up

nearly the entire diet of one to six day-old mallard ducklings studied
by Chura (1961) on the Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge of Utah.

This

investigator found that proportionately fewer invertebrates and more
plant foods were consumed as these ducklings matured, but even at the
age of 19-25 days, one half of the diet of these young ducks consisted
of animal foods.

The food habit study of Keith (1961) also showed that

young dabbler ducklings ingested relatively fewer seeds and more animal
matter than older ones .

Sugden (1965), studying pintail, baldpate,

gadwall, and lesser scaup ducklings, found that these species ate
principally animal foods ear ly in life also .
The differential in brood use between the old, established pools
and the recently-impounded units provided a possible explanation for the

1 rnsect nomenclature follows that used in Usinger ' s, "Aquatic
Insects of Califo rnia."
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great increase in waterfowl produ ct ion at the Fish Springs marsh following its development.

Chura ( 1962) suggested that the popul a tion dynamics

of animal food organisms may be directly related to waterfowl eco lo gy,
and that the need for proteinaceous food for juvenile birds proposed a
consideration of the availability of anima l foods produced by various
habitats.

Earlier Hall (1947) found that anima l foods showed marked

abundance in fair l y direct order to their importance during periods when
they were most needed by waterfowl.

It appeared, therefore, that obser-

vatio ns of high populations of aquatic invertebrates in waters of the
newly-impounded areas provided an insight into the reason for the heavy
brood use of these areas.

Consequently,a system for quantitatively

sampling invertebra te populations was established on the study area.
Because al l waters had been impounded at least

2~

years by the

summer of 1967 and no newly-flooded areas were available for inverte brate sampling, the Mallard Pool management unit was dewatered in the
spring of that yea r and not reimpounded until late summer.

During the

br eeding season of 19 68 this un it , Shoveler Pool which had been impound ed
for

3~

years, A"ocet Pool which had been flooded for nearly 7 year s,

and Egret Poo l which had been impounded for

3~

years, but which dried

out for severa l mon ths each summer, were avai l able for insec t samp lin g.

Beca use Chur a (1961) found that the bottom-dwe lling insec t family
Chironomidae compr i sed the bulk of the animal food ingest ed by ma ll ard
ducklin gs at the Bear River Refuge, bottom samp l es were taken at each
col l ection site.

The family Corixidae and o t her free - swimming aquatic

insects also formed a large segment of the d i e t o f duckl ings stud i ed by
Chura so samples of thes e insec t s were collected addit iona l ly .

As
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e xplained earlier, all existing techniques for sampling pop ulations of
aquatic insec ts are impractical for purposes of statistical analysis

(Lattin, 1963).

Undoubt edl y insect popul ations within eac h management

unit va r ied consi derabl y, f urthe r complicating this situation.

It was

believed, however, that, by s ampling in sloughs repr e senting the majority
of the habitat in a management unit, es timates of the general abundance
of the more important organisms were obtained which were sufficient for
comparative purposes .

All sampling was done on sit es with simi lar

water de pths and bottom soi ls .

Appar en tly the main variable influencing

invertebrate populations in these area s was how long the waters had been
impounded, status of resultant g r owths of submer gent vegetation, and other
fac t ors rela t ed to stabilization of the aquatic environment.

Because

invertebrate populations along shorelines and a t mid-channel appe ared
t o be d ifferen t, collections of free - swimming insects were made i n both
habitats at each collection site .

Bottom samples were taken at mid -

channel .
Results of these i ns ect colle ctions (Table 18) show that total
numbe rs of aq uatic insects were considerably higher at th e Mallard Pool
co ll ection site, which had be en impounded for on l y about 11 months, and
the Egret Pool collection site , which because of limited water had been
allowed to dry out during August and September every summer.

The

Shoveler and Avocet Pool co llection sites contained lush growths of
wid ge ongrass and muskgrass (Figure 11), but insect populations were much
lower in these sloughs.

Much of the d ifference in aquatic insect numbers

between sloughs which were drained the summer before collections and
sloughs which were impound ed continuously for at least three years before
c oll ections represen ted corixid and chironomid populations.

These insects

Table 18.

Number of invertebrates in samples collected at sites in four management units at Fish Springs
Nationa l Wildlife Refuge, July, 1968a
Management unit and collection site

Organism
Water samples (ave. of two samples)

Mallard Pool
Shore - Midline
channel

Crustacea - Hyallel la

Egret Pool
Shore- Midline
channel

Avocet Pool
Shore- Mid channe 1
line
32

40

Shoveler Pool
Shore- Mid line
channel

34

4

108

49

Insecta

Baetidae - nymphs
Libellulidae & Aeshnidae
- naids
Lestidae & Coenagrionidae
- nai ds
Corixidae - nymph s & adults
Notonectidae - nymphs & adults
Gerridae - adults
Dytiscidae - larvae & adult s
Hydrophilidae - larvae
Chironomidae - larvae
Heleidae - larvae
Stratiomyidae - larvae
Total
Grand Total

174

73

4

4

21
956
32

30.5
0. 5

13
1
19

6

2

1,222

49
20

19
1,577

2
20

9

97
2
8
2
9

3

2

3

7

13

10

1

4
4

2

38
1,260

81

72
6
35

2
1,835

29

78

2

1
5

66

269

144

1,864

144

413

108.0

9.0

6.0

Bottom samples (ave. of three samples)
Chironomidae - larvae
8

69.6

Number of free -swimming aquatic invertebrates i n l meter 3 of water and number of Chironomidae larvae

in 0.01 m2 x 2 in. of bottom .

.....
0

Ln
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Figur e 11.

Slough in the Shoveler Poo l mana geme nt unit,
July, 1968. Site of invertebrate samp ling
is marked by s take at water ' s edge on far

bank. Note the ex tr eme l y dense and luxuriant
growth of submergent vegetation , primarily
widgeongrass .
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were found by Chura (1961) to be both readily available and highly abundant; henc e their great importance in the diet of young ducklings.

A

comparison of populations of these two aquatic insects at the four
col l ec tion sites may be seen in Figure 12 .

Corixid numbers include

both adults and nymphs, and are an average of shoreline and midslough
collections .

This graphic representation dramatically indicates dif-

ferences in ani.mal foods available for ducks on the four management units
examined.

It was beyond th e scope of this investigation to ascertain reasons
for the tremendous increase in populations of chironomids and corixids

concurrent with the impoundment of these waters.

However, published

accounts of the food habits and ecology of these organisms probably
provide an adequate resoluti on of this matter.

According to Reid (1961)

chironomid larvae feed large ly on de tritus and algae and serve as primary
converters of plant material into animal protoplasm.

Whitsee et .al.

cited by Mackenthum and Ingram (1967) worked with various species of
chironomids in Ca liforni a and found that an increase in accumulat ed
organic matter (sewage) was responsible for increases in chironomid

numbers.

In Florida, Provost (1958) implicated excessively fertilized

waters as being responsibl e for great numbers of chironomids which were

causing nuisance problems to l ocal residents.

Fellton (1940) described

a situation in New York City in which the creation of several new
impoundments resulted in enormous numbers of chironomids.

This author

suggested that these impoundments , high in organic content and situated
on wha t had previously been salt marsh meadow, apparently cr eated optimal
conditions for the breeding of a number of species of chironomids .
According to Fellton (1940),these waters apparent l y were rich because
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UNIT

Corixid popul•t ion-•ve. of
4 samples/ unit
700

Chlronomld popu1•tlon- ave.
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Figure 12 .

A comparison of corixid and chironomid populations in four
management units, July 1968. Waters of Avocet and Shovel er
Pools had been impounded long enough t o stabilize, but
wa ters of Mallard and Egret Pools had only been continuously
impounded for approximatel y 9 mon ths.
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the organic matter originally present on the bottom began decomposing
as soon as flooding occurred.
Conditions at the Fish Springs marsh following inundation of
original marshlands probably were simi l ar to those described by Fellton
(1940).

Samples of bottom soils col l ected in 1966 at the insect co ll ec -

tion sites on the Shoveler and Mal l a rd Pool management unit s contained
from 19.5 to 59.8 percent organic matter.

During Bolen's (1962) study

of the Fish Springs marsh, deposits of peat suppor tin g dense growths
of spike -r ush were a prominent constituent of the area .

These peat

deposits, however, r epresented a potential source of or ganic matter

which did not become available to aquatic insects until these areas
were inundated.

This great supply of organic mat ter, combined with

dead emergent vegetation and bassia, probably contributed gr eatly to
the tremendous increase in chironomid populations f oll owing flooding
of original marsh areas .
Corixids also feed primarily on organic debris and algae, but capture and feed upon whole chironomid and mosquito larvae to o (Usinger,

1963).

These insects, like chironomids , are primary converters of plant

material and serve as an earl y link in th e animal food chain of aquatic

communities according to Usinger.

The grea t numbers of corixids result-

ing from the f l ooding of areas of old marsh can probably also be ex plained by the great quantities of decompos ed organic matter available
in these impoundments.

The decline in corixid and chironomid numbers noted at Fish Springs
after several years of continuous inundation is more difficult to explain .
It appears, however, that as these waters became stabilized populations
of predaceous insects such as notonectids, dy tiscids, and the Odonata
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incr e as ed considerably.

Perhaps predation and competition lowered

l e vels of corixid and chironomid abundance.

Even more important than

this consideration may be the reduced decomposition rate of organic
matter under water described by Leitch (1964), and others.

Possibly

decomposed plant material became less available to these insects with
continued inundation, and low food levels therefore limit ed their numbers.
Whereas aquatic invertebrate populations in stabilized impoundments
were apparently much lower than those populations in disturbed portions
of the marsh, it was expected that invertebrate numbers in the original
Fish Springs marsh were low also.

Therefore insect samples were collected

in the southwestern corner of Avocet Pool, an ar ea which had remained

relatively undisturbed during mars h development and was located on high
ground so was not affect ed by impounded waters.

This portion of the

marsh original ly formed much of the South Spring drainage and consisted
of many shallow channels overgrown with dense stands of Olney's bulrush
and containing little submergent vegetation.

Insect sampling was conducted

at four sites within this area; two collections were made in undisturbed
sloughs, one collection was taken in a small impoundment made by muskrats

and receiving waters through a newly-dug ditch, and one col l ec tion was
made in an area cleared of Olney ' s bulrush by muskrats during the winter
of 1967-68.

Results of thes e col l ections are shown in Table 19.

Populations of aquatic invertebra tes we re highest in the two disturbed areas of this section of the mar sh, and aquatic inve rtebrat e
numbers in the sloughs representing the original marsh were extremely
low .

Waters of the small and relative ly-stabilized impoundment made by

mu skrat s contained larg e quantities of submergent vegetation (mostly
muskgrass) which, apparently because of water f luctuations, was doing
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Table 19.

Number of invertebrates in samples collected at four sites
in the original marsh of the Avocet Pool management unit at

Fish Springs Nationa l Wildlife Refuge, July, 1968a

Organism

Undisturbed
slough

Collection site
Undis- Stabilized
turbed small
slough impoundment

Muskrat
cleared
slough

Water samples (ave. of two

samples)
Crustac e a - Hyalella
Insecta

Bae tidae - nymphs
Libellulidae & Aeshnidae
-naids

144

358.5

4
43
1
1

28.5
114.5
0.5
0.5

4

0.5

Lestidae & Coenagrionidae
-naids

1.5

Corixidae-nymphs & adults
Notonectidae-nymphs & adults
Dytiscidae-larvae & adults
Hydrophilidae-larva e
Chironomidae-larvae

6.5

1.5
0.5

Heleidae-larvae
Total

10.5

633

195

508.5

638

Bottom samp l es (ave. of thr ee
samples)
Chironornidae-larvae

8

11.3

0.5

51.3

24.0

Number of free-swimming aquatic invertebrates in 1 meter 3 of water and

number of Chironomidae larvae in 0 . 1 m2 x 2 in. of bottom.
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poorly.

These waters held large numbers of free-swimming baetid nymphs

and many corixids, and populations of chironomid larvae were higher than
those of the stabilized large impoundments previously discussed.

Where

muskrats had cleared channels of Olney's bulrush the previous winter,
corixid populations were high and chironomid populations seemed higher
than on th e undisturbed areas.
Therefore, it appears that, with the excep tion of areas disturbed
by early landowners, muskrats, or other such agencies, the original
marsh habitat produced low numbers of aquatic invertebrates.

In sloughs

containing dense stands of Olney ' s bulrush submergent vegetation was
limited also, and the value of thes e areas for waterfowl feeding was
low .

Apparently, the original Fish Springs marsh, because of disturbances

by man, muskrats, and other factors,provided some brood rearing habitat,

but not enough to support large numbers of waterfowl.

Impoundments

created during marsh development on areas of the original marsh produced
large quantities of aquatic invertebrates and subme rgent vegetation, but
afte r severa l years of continuous inundation aqua tic insect populations

(particularly corixids and chironomids) decreased considerably.
Figure 13 graphically shows trends of brood use during this study
(in terms of ducklings counted per acre of habitat in the July census)
on the six management unit s consisting, at least in part, of flooded

original marsh.

Because redhead broods were easily observed and com-

prised a large percentage of the total broods counted during censuses,
these are shown relative to the number of broods of other species.
Total production in 1966 was presumed to be fairly high although no
nesting study was conducted that year.

Production in 1967 was low,
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Trends of br ood use f r om 1966 to 1968 on six managemen t units .
from July br ood census data of each year.
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probably because of extremely wet conditions during the spring; and
production in 1968 was the highest recorded for the Fish Springs Refuge.
The Avocet Pool management unit, which was con tinuously impounded
since 1962, received relatively high brood use in 1967.

In 1968, how-

ever , fhe number of broods counted on this unit decreased considerably .
Brood use of Curlew Pool was l ow throughout this study, at l eas t partially
because its shal l ow waters were apparently unattractive to redhead broods .
Many sloughs at the upper reaches of this unit dried out each summer,
and brood use, although l ow, did n ot show th e grea t decline in 1968 that
was noted with Avocet Pool.
July, 1966 brood census data indicated a high brood use of the
Mallard Pool management unit that year.

In 1966 this unit had been

inund ated for only one year, submergent and emergen t vegetation was
sparse, but use by redhead broods was ex t ensive.

Mallard Pool was

drained in 1967, but portions of it retained e nough water that brood
use remained fairly high .

The species composition of ducklings on this

unit changed dramatically in 1967, however .

Redhead broods, which in

1966 comprised all the ducklings counted on this area, did not use this
unit, and dabbler broods were prevalent .

In 1968, following r eimpound-

ment of this unit, total brood use was simila r to that in 1966, and
redhead broods comprised about 50 percent of the ducklings recorded .
Brood use of the Shoveler Pool management unit was considerably
greater than that of Avocet Pool, but showed a similar peak in 1967
followed by a marked decline in 1968 .

Waters of both of these units

were relatively stab ilized by 1968, and the number of ducklings utiliz ing thes e areas had decreased sharply from 1966.

Egret Pool was
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ex t ensi ve l y utilized as a brood rearing area, particularly by redheads,
thr ougho ut this st1idy.

Sloughs of this unit, whic h dried out completely

in July, 1966 and 1967, had high populations of duck broods in 1968.
Sloughs and channels of Egret Pool produced tremendous quantities of
aquatic invertebrates in 1968, but contained little subm ergent vegetation.

Harrison Pool, also continuously impounded since 196 2, received

low brood use throughout this study, but also showed a trend for r educed
brood use in 1968.
Results of the nesting study conducted in 1967 and 1968 indicated
that there was little r elationship between the use of various management
units for duck nesting and brood rearing.

For example, in 1967 Curlew

Pool was heavily utilized for nesting by all species but received little
use by duck broods; and Shoveler Pool had lower nesting densities of
ducks in 1967 than in 1968 , although brood us e in 1967 was considerabl y
higher than in 1968 .

In addition, highest nesting densities in 1968

were found on the sample plot at Harrison Pool, but few broods were reared
there that year .

Evans et al. (1952), Berg (1956), and Beard (1964)

have shown that the capacity of duck broods to travel from one area to
ano ther is great, so thi s movemen t of broods to more favorable areas is
not surprising.

Therefore it appears that the attractiveness of the various
management units comprising the study area for brood rearing by ducks
was relat ed to the duration of inundation of these impoundments.

As

the newly-impounded wate rs became stabilized, they produced large
quantities of vegetative food for ducks, but produced lesser quantities
of animal food for ducklings.

Waters of the original marsh probably

contained low invertebrate populati ons, excep t in areas disturbed by
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e arly land owners , muskrats, and o ther factor s; and for this and o th er
reasons produced few ducks.

Di scussion

Many characteristi cs of the Fish Springs marsh, such as t o pography ,
climate, interspersion o f cover and water, permanence and size of water
areas, vegetation comp osi tio n, grazing inten s ity, predation, t erritoriality, wate r salin it y , disease, and shooting mort alit y, have been

virtua ll y e limina ted a s being responsible for the low waterfowl production on this ar ea in th e past.

The s parsit y of adequate nes ting cover for gadwalls at th e Fish
Springs marsh doe s appear t o be an important limitation to populations
of this duck specie s on th e study area, and may possibly explain low
use by gadwalls of o ther spring- fed marshes in

Ut ~ h .

Nesting cover,

however , apparently has no t limit ed the use of this area by other waterfow l species and , in fac t, r edheads and ruddy ducks have circumvented
a lack of emergent vegetation by regularly nesting on dry ground.

It

appears, therefore, that these speci es find the area t o be favorable for
breeding regardless of suboptimal nesting habitat.
Large impoundments cr e ated during the development of this area as
a wildlife refuge undoubtedly increased its attractiveness as a breeding
area for ducks, but impoundments on des ert and salt flats at Fish Springs
and on o th e r spring-fed marshes in Utah are not heavily utilized by
breeding ducks.

Consequent l y, the availability of large impoundments

does not a lone adequatel y explain the tremendous i ncr eas e in waterfowl
pr oduct ion on the study area .
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Limited sampling of aquatic invertebrates at th e Fish Springs marsh
in 1968 indicated that waters newly-impounded on portions of the ori ginal
marsh produced tremendous quantities of proteinaceous food which were
readily available for ducklings.

It is believed that th ese large bodies

of water, rich in animal food, are the key to the present relatively
high waterfowl production at the Fish Springs National Wildlife Refuge.
Now, however, much of this marsh area consists of flooded des ert habitats.
Soils of these segments of the Fish Springs marsh are very l ow in organic
matter (samples collected in 1966 contained from 1.6 to 10.8 percent
organic matter) , and these waters con sequentl y do not produce large
numbers of l ow trophic-l eve l aquatic insects.

These portions of the

marsh also contain littl e nesting cover and have poor dispersion of
water with cover.

Therefore, these areas contribute little to the total

waterfowl pr oduction a t Fish Springs, and substantially reduce the
number of ducklings per acre reared on the entire area.

Rive rs draining fertile valleys in northern Utah and receiving
large amounts of domestic sewage as they flow towards the Great Salt
Lake, dump tremendous quantities of o rganic matter and nutrient-laden

silt into the stream-fed salt marshes of Utah (Nelson, 1955) .

It

appears that these marshes consequently produce great numbers of aquatic
insects (particular ly chironomids), and an i mal foo d for ducklings is
available in quantities which eliminate this facto r as a limitation to
waterfowl production on these areas.

The spring -fed marshes, on t he

othe r hand, do not have this rich and constant source of organic matter
and nutrients .

Appar ently, however, by allowing portions of these

marshes to become dry to promote decomposition of existing supplies of
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organic matter, conditions are made more f av or able for the reproduc-

tion of low troph ic-leve l aq uatic insects whe n these areas are r ef looded.
As large quantities of proteinaceous food become available wat erfow l
populations r eact qu ickl y to these conditi ons, and wa terfowl production
can thus be substantiall y increased.
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CONCLUSIONS

l.

Waterfowl nesting densities and production at the Fish Springs

National Wildlife Refuge were ex tr emely low before its spring waters
were impounded.

Following the creation of large impoundments on this

area, however, waterfowl production increased greatly, and during this

study waterfowl produc tion on favorable portions of the Fish Springs
marsh approached that on the spring - fed marshes of Utah.
2.

At present the sparsity of adequate nesting cover for gadwalls

appears to be an important limitation to populations of this duck
species at Fish Springs.

Nesting cover apparen tl y has no t limited the

use of this area by other waterfowl species, and, in fact, redheads and

ruddy ducks have ci rcumv en ted a lack of emergent vege tation by regularly
nesting on dry ground.
3.

Duck nesting success was high (63 percent) during this study,

and nest predation appar en tly was not a limitation t o waterfowl production at Fish Springs.
4.

Although an outbreak of perosis in the cap t ive goose f l ock at

Fish Springs in 1964 suggested that diseases caused by dietary deficiencies might be a problem on this marsh, no indications of such diseases

were observed in wild duck or goose populati ons during this study.
Furthermore, relatively low duckling mortality rates in 1967 and 1968
indicated that disease and predation to duck lings were not i mportant
limitati ons to waterfowl production at Fish Springs .
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5.

Large impoundments created during the developme nt of this marsh

undo ubte dl y increased its attractiveness as a breeding area for ducks,

but impoundme nts on salt flats at Fish Springs and at othe r spring-fed
marshes in Utah are not heavily utilized by breeding ducks.

Therefore,

the availability of large bodies of water does not alone adequately
explain the great increase in waterfowl production on the study area.
6.

Aquatic invertebrate sampling in waters inundating portions of

the ori g inal Fish Springs marsh indicat ed that these waters produced
tr emendous quantities of proteinaceous foods for ducklings following
the ir imp oundment.

As these impoundments stabilized, however, popula-

tions of low trophic-level insects decreased greatly.

Populations of

aquatic ins e cts in the original marsh were probably extremely low
except in areas recently disturbed by muskrats, man, or other such
agencies.

7.

It appears, therefore, that limitations of brood-rearing

habitat were primarily responsible for low waterfowl production at the
Fish Springs marsh in the past.

Newly-established impoundments, rich

in animal food, we re apparently the key t o the tremendous increase in
waterfowl production on this marsh, and possibly a sparsity of such
conditions on other spring-fed salt marshes in Utah provides an answer
to the apparent low wa t erfowl production on t hese a r eas.
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MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
Although water level manipulations, particularly drawdowns, have
been recognized for many years as an important tool for marsh management (MacNamara, 1957; Kadlec, 1962; and Green et al., 1964), the beneficial effect of drawdowns on populations of aquatic invertebrates has
no t been previously noted.

Summer dewatering of one entire management

unit and sloughs of another at Fish Springs resulted in high duck brood
use of those units the following year.

Although waters of these units

produced l ess submergent vegetation the year after reimpoundrnent than
did waters of units with stable water levels, populations of low trophiclevel aquatic insects in these units were much higher.

This apparently

resulted in their extensive utilization by duck broods.
It appears, therefore, that if impoundments on this spring-fed
salt marsh are occasionally drained and allowed t o remain dry through
one summer their importance for waterfowl production will be substan-

tially increased.

Done on a rotational basis, with newly-flooded pools

serving as brood rearing areas and older impoundments furnishing nesting

cover and large quantities of plant foods for adult ducks, the Fish
Springs marsh should remain productive for waterfowl indefinitely.
Several other spring-fed marshes in Utah are presently be ing considered for acquisition as waterfowl refuges.

If, in the future, these

areas are so deve l oped it would be wise t o confine impoundments primarily
to areas originally consis ting of marsh habitat.

Waters flooding desert

soils, which are low in organic matter, may eventually become productive
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for waterfowl, but, as was observed at Fish Springs, the se waters are
no t nearly as produc tive as those inundating marsh soils containing
large quantities of organic matter.

Several excellen t possibilities for further research at the Fish
Springs marsh or at other waterfowl production marshes are suggested
by the results of this investigation.

Aquatic invertebrate populations

ar e obviously an important consideration on all marsh lands managed for
waterfowl production but have in the past been vi rtuall y ignored by
waterfowl biologists.

A thorough and comprehensive study of the factors

affecting populations of aquatic insects, particularly chironomids, at
th e Fish Springs Refuge would contribute greatly to our present knowledge of the ecology of this and similar marsh ecosystems.
The possibility of increasing waterfowl production at Fish Springs
or other spring-fed marshes by the application of fertilizers is also
suggested by the results of this study.

It appears that if peat

deposits, now inaccessible to waterfowl populations at Fish Springs,
were us ed a s a source of energy in flooded desert areas of Gadwall,

Ibis, Pintail, and Harrison Pools, the total waterfowl production on
this refuge could be substantially increased.

Commercial fertilizers

have simi larly been utilized to increase fish production on farm ponds
and it seems possib le that their application in sufficient quantities
would be reflected by increased aquatic invertebrate populations and
grea ter waterfowl production on marshlands .
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SUMMARY
l.

River-fed salt marshes along the eastern shore of the Great

Salt Lake, Utah are regarded as some of the best waterfowl producing
areas in North America.

Available information on the spring-fed salt

marshes of Utah indicated, however, that waterfowl production on these

areas was much lower than that on the stream-fed marshes .
2.

The objectives of this study were to assess waterfowl nesting

densities and production on a spring-fed marsh, to investigate various

factors affecting this waterfowl popu lat ion, and to determine which of
these factors were, or had been, limiting waterfowl production on this

marsh.

This study was initiated in the spring of 1966 and extended

thr ough the s ummers of 1966, 1967, and 1968.
3.

The newly - established Fish Springs Nationa l Wildlife Refuge

was chosen as the site of this investigation because of its recent
developmental history.

In 1961, prior to the impoundment of spring

waters on the area, this refuge's waterfowl production was estimated

to be 250 to 350 ducks, mostly mallards.

By 1968, following improvement

of this marsh as waterfowl habitat, its calcu lated waterfowl production
was approximately 3,600 ducks, including nearly 1,000 redheads.

It was

believed that by determining what factors caused this incr eased waterfowl production after marsh development, it would be possible to
ascertain which cond iti ons were responsible for low duck production on
other spring - fed marshe s.
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4.

The Fish Springs marsh, located in an area which receives an

average annual precipi tation of about 7 inches, is almost e ntir ely

dependent upon the outflow of its springs for water during the summer
months .

These springs provide about 45 to 50 second-feet of constantly

warm, and highly saline water throughout the year.
5.

Vegetational succession on the Fish Springs marsh follows a

course dictated primari l y by soil salinity, and marsh vegetation is

limited mainly t o halophytic species.

Several important waterfowl food

plants are exc luded from this marsh, apparently by excessive soil
salinity, and attempts to cultivate grain crops as a source of food for
waterfowl have largely failed because of the low sa lt tolerance of these
plants.
6.

Wat e rfowl breeding pair censuses, nesting and banding studies,

and brood inventories were conducted at Fish Springs during the summers
of 1967 and 1968.

Populations of breeding waterfowl averaged approxi-

mately 900 pairs , or 128 pairs per square mile of marsh habitat, during
this period .

Mallards, cinnamon teal , and redheads comprised about

80 percent of these birds.

Gadwalls, which are the most important

nesting species on stream-fed marshes of Utah, averaged only 5 percent
of this breeding duck population.
7.

The duck nesting season at Fish Springs extends from late March,

when mallards begin to lay, until August when the last gadwall, redhead,
and ruddy duck nests hatch .

In 1967, nesting densities on sample plots

encompassing 108 acres of representative marsh habitat were 0.89 nests
per acre .

Average nesting densities on these plots in 1968 were 1.21

nests per acre.
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8.

In 1967 and 1968 a total of 312 duck nests repr esenting 10

species were studied and their fates determined.

was 63 percent.

Overall nest success

Predators, principally coyotes and striped skunks,

destroyed 25 percent of all nests.

During the two years of this study

76 percent of the 84 redhead and ruddy duck nests located were situated
on dry land sites.
9.

Calculated duckling mortali ty rates during 1967 and 1968,

respectively, at Fish Springs were 19 and 16 percent.
10.

Duck production at Fish Springs averaged about 3,000 ducks,

or about 430 ducks per square mile of marsh habitat, a year in 1967
and 1968.
11.

Brood census data and field observations in 1966 indicated

that, in terms of duck broods per acre of marsh, newly-flooded areas,
which had been part of the original Fish Springs marsh, were apparently
being most heavily used by waterfowl .

This preference by duck broods

for newly-impounded units , which were seemingly less favorable than
olde r, more stabilized units, provided insight into the greatly increased duck production at Fish Springs following marsh development.
12.

Aquatic insect sampling in the summer of 1968 indicated that

populations of low trophic-level aquatic insects wer e extremely high in
newly-impounded wa ters, and that after several years of continuous
inundation thes e waters contained tremendous quantities of submergent

vegetation but produced relatively little animal food for ducklings.
13 .

Research on waterfowl populations concurr ent with insect

sampling indicated that brood use was highest on the newly-flooded
impoundments.

Those impoundments with stable year - around water levels

developed dense stands of submergent vegetation, were used extensively
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for ne sting and by migrant ducks, but we re least used as brood rearing
are as.

14 .

Summer dewatering of one entire impoundment and s l oughs of

ano th er result e d in a tremend ous increase in aquatic insect populations,

and a high br ood use of these impoundments the fol lowing year.
15.

Occasional drainage of indi vid ual impoundments at Fish Springs

during the summer months is recommended as a means of insuring maximum
waterfow l production on this area.

16.

A thorough and comprehensive study of the factors affect i ng

populations of aquatic insects, par t icularly chironomids, at the
Fish Springs Refuge wou ld contribute grea tly to our present knowledge
of the eco l ogy of this and similar marsh ecosys t ems.
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Common and scientific names of ducks mentioned in the t e xt .

Mallard

Anas platyrhynchos

Gadwall

Anas stre pera

l

Pintail
Green-winged t e al

Anas carolinensis

Blue-winged teal
Cinnamon teal

Anas cyanoptera

Shoveler

Spatula clypeata

Redhead

Aythya americana

Ring-necked duck

Aythya collaris

Canvasback

Aythya valisineria

Ruddy duck

Oxyura jamaicensis

1scientific names follow those of the American Ornithologists'
Union's, "Check-list of North American birds, 5th Ed."
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